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THE 

CASE STUDY 

HOUSE NO. 

By Wh it ney R. Smith , Architect, 
in coopera tion w ith th e Home 

Planning Bureaus of Southern 
California ond Southern 

Counties Gas Companies . 

FEATURES FLOOR PLAN 

Garden-view windows provide 
cheerfu l outlook for Preparation a nd 
Serving Centers - in modern, 

Note coordinated, compact arrange
ment of gas appliances, utensil cabinets. 
Cozy breakfast area, clear of 

New Freedom Gas Kitchen . working area, is easily accessible. 

Arts and Architecture Magazine and the 

Architect, Whitney R. Smith, have selected 

all-gas equipment for Case Study House No. 12 

because - it's modern io appearance and 

performance. Gas is practical! Be sure your 

designs provide gas for cooking, refrigeration, 

water heating, and space heating. 

Design for GAS SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 

SOUTHERN COUNTIES GAS COMPANY 
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QUESTION: What's the best way to cover the coping 
on a low parapet wall? 

ANSWER: See Pages 42 to 45 in "Copper and 
Common Sense" 

N EARLY all architects and sheet metal experts 
agree that the best material for a parapet 

wall cover is copper. But there are several dif
ferent forms of copper as well as many methods 
of construction. Revere's sheet copper research 
has shown which of these gives best results, and 
why. It has thrown entirely new light, not only 
on this subject, but on every important aspect of 
sheet copper construction. 

You'll find the complete story in Revere's 
authoritative 96-page book, "Copper and Com
mon Sense". You can get all the facts on each 
construction problem from large, clear detail 
sheets that are designed for practical men to 
use. That's why it will always pay you to turn 
to this book first on all matters of sheet copper 
construction. 

"Copper and Common Sense" has been sent 
to all holders of Sweet's Architectural File and to 

leading sheet metal contractors throughout the 
country. By making full use of it you can be sure 
of fine and durable sheet metal construction 
based on sound engineering principles. Revere 
materials are sold only through Revere Distrib
utors. A Revere Technical Advisor, Architectural, 
will always be glad to consult with you without 
obligation. 

REVERE 
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED 

Founded by Paul Revere in 1801 

230 Park Avenue, NewYork 17, NewYork 
Mills: Baltimore, l\Jd.; Chicago, Ill.; Detroit, Mich.; Neu· Bedford, 
l\Jass.; Rome, N. Y. - Sales Offices i11 Pri11cipal Cities, Distrib11tor.1 

Everywhere. 
Listen lO Exploring the U11k11ow11 on the Mucual Network 

every Sunday evenin~, 9 to 9:30 p.m., EST. 
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BARKER BROS. DESIGNS 

JUodern 

interiors 
FOR EVERYONE 

* ease of the inherited mansion 
that was of Spanish architecture, alas, for the 

new owners were modern enthusiasts. Barkers, 

true t o their belief that there is a modern way to 

handle any decorative problem, furnished this 

mansion with fine simplicity; kept the impres

sive dignity of good Spanish architecture but 

gave the interiors a definitely modern feeling. 

result: completely satisfactory. 

* ease of the garage home •.... 
A housing shortage expedient th~t worked. 

Barkers planned the renovation from start to 

finish, keeping the costs down, yet achieving 

a clever and highly individual modern home. 

result: completely satisfactory. 

barker bros. 
SEVENTH STREET, PtOWER & FIGUEROA 

* ·From the files of thousands of homes throughout . 
the Southwest ... decorated by our MODERN SHOP 

ARTS & ARCH ITECTURE 

With three major museums and several minor galleries working 
hard at presenting contemporary ;irt in San Francisco, one might 
suppose that San Francisco artists would be satisfied. This is not 
the case. Self expression, the very essence of the artist, makes him 
rebel against the red tape of the museum, the power of the jury, 
the polite order of the gallery, the isolation from his public. :More
over there is the feeling that, while contributing much to the city's 
fame as an art center, the artists have only had crumbs at the munici
pal table. All of this frustration has culminated in a collective dream: 
a free-for-all open air art show sponsored and financially backed by 
the city. 
At last that dream has come true. After prolonged pressure by the 
artists the city fathers came through with $12,500, the artists went 
to work and the First Annual Municipal Art Exhibition became a 
fact. Accompanied by running commentary and bright quips from a 
loud speaker, by folk dances, band music, puppet shows and with 
practically every artist in San Francisco and vicinity appearing in 
person, Art played to more thousands here than it ever has before. 
The October weather was benign, and the Civic Center Plaza was 
gay with color and a carnival spirit. The sale of a work of art was 
announced every few minutes over the loud speaker. As closing 
time drew near, almost $7000 worth had been sold and around 
$5000 from the ci ty fund was yet to go to artists for pictures to be 
chosen by a jury of l\IIuseum directors. The venture was a thorough 
success. That it really wou ld be an annual event was a foregone 
conclusion. 
To make any kind of critical commentary about this kind of show is 
beside the point. The complete lack of res t rictions invites art from 
A to Z in quality-A # 1 to Zero. And that is the way it should be. 
It is a safety-valve for those whose work is unacceptable to the 
galleries and, for everyone, a party and a market place. The interest 
for the critic is to discover, if he can, the work of some unknown 
which shows the spark of originality. There was at least one such 
find, a small exhibit of crayon drawings, principally of ships and 
boats, hy Dominic Tarabochia. A Russian, Tarabochia is a -primitive 
with imagination, a strong sense of design and a gay feeling for 
color. It is to be hoped that his work will be seen again in greater 
quantity and to better advantage. 
'l;'he First Annual Municipal Art Exhibition should have furnished 
enough excitement for one month for one city. Not for San Francisco. 
It was merely the froth on an extraordinarily full month of important 
and interesting shows. A block away in the San Francisco :Museum 
the San Francisco Art Association's Sixty-sixth Annual Exhibition 
of Oil, Tempera and Sculpture fi lled the two largest galleries, and 
it was a tight squeeze. Wouldn't it be better for the museums
thf\y are all guilty of the same fault-to schedule fewer shows and 
allow more display space to the individual exhibi ts? As it is, the 
density of the exhibits precludes adequate enjoyment of what is tu 
be seen and brings on gallery fatigue more quickly. 
The Sixth-sixth Annual adds to the impression that much is going 
on here which will result eventually .in work of lasting importance. 
Creativeness and expressiveness are in evidence, and technical com
petence seems to step up with each Annual. In a foreword to the 
catalog Dr. Atlorley, Director of the Museum, succinctly observes: 
"There is here much live good work. It is in an atmosphere of good 
quality that important artists develop, great art flourishes." Nine 
prizes to~aling nearly $2000 seem to have been awarded fairly enough 
although the choice must have been difficult in some cases. 
Overlapping these major activities has been the fabulous French 
show, Theatre de la A1Iode, housed in the de Young A1Iuseum and 
reported in these columns last month . Another section of the de 
Young exhibits a more serious side of the art of France: Biblical 
subject matter in contemporary terms. About two thirds of this 
small show may be characterized as mediocre, but the plaster sculp
tures of ]. Lamber t-Rucki , "Jesus in Hell" and "Jesus on Atlount 
Olive," as well as several decorative enamel pieces and som.e small 
jewelry by Georges A1Iagadoux show that even the ancient and often 
illustrated stories and symbols of the Bible are capable of new and 
vital interpretations in the dress of modern art forms . 
The Legion of Honor devoted three of its galleries to three one-man 
shows of above average character. The influence of Charles Howard, 
who left here several months ago tu return to London, is strikin~ly 

continued on pa~e .J.8 
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Ask About The "Floating Woll 

System" with GRIP LATH 
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FIREPROOF IS THE lST REASON WHY GRIP LATH IS BETTER! 
The fireproof quality of GRIP LATH is unique; not only will GRIP LATH 
not burn or support combustion, but high temperatures cannot pass 
through it. The protection given by GRIP LATH and Gypsum Plaster 
safe-guards wood against fi re . Fireproof GR IP LATH builds safer homes. 

INSULATION IS THE 2ND REASON WHY GRIP LATH IS BETTER! 
The low thermal conductivity of GRIP LATH ... its withstanding of high 
temperatures, make it an insulator of grea t efficiency. Add the natural 
insulating qualities of Gypsum, fiber and the fibrous sheets covering, 
and you have insulation plus ... a home warm in winter, cool in summer. 

SAVES TIME IS THE 3RD REASON WHY GRIP LATH IS BETTER! 
Uniform thickness . .. square edge ... factory controlled suction are 
all combined in GRIP LATH to insure you greater speed and ease in 
plastering . . . means more homes per man hour. 

ECONOMY 

GRIP 
IS THE 4™ REASON WHY 

LATH 15 BETTER! 
The modern plaster base, GRIP LATH, is not only economical from a 
standpoint of speedy appl ication, which saves considerable cons I ruction 
time, but, also, because of mass production methods, it is reasonably 
low in cost .. . offers you a greater dollar value. 

LESS CRACKS IS THE 5TH REASON WHY GRIP LATH IS BETTER! 
Impervious to expansion or contraction, GRIP LATH reduces cracks to 
a minim\Jm. So, when you specify GRIP LATH, you provide in the plaster 
base the advantages of Fire Protection . . . Durability ... Economy . . . Better 
Bonding .. . Square Edge .. . Uniform Suction .. . and Uniform Thickness. 

THE PARAFFINE COMPANIES, INC. 

Cl~ Schumacher Gypsum Division 

ARTS C:t ARCHITECTURE 

--- ePABCO PRODUCTS---- San franci•ca, • 75 Brannan Street• EXbraak 3657 e South Gate, 4301 fir.,tone Boulevard• JEiierson 4141 ---
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~MICA laminated pla>tic '"'lacing matc<ial i• •o flexible in co/o, and pattern• tha ; it fa adaptable to 

any kind of installation from the most dignified and permanent to "jive" color combinations ~hat may be desired 
I 

for cocktail rooms or theaters. TI The color photograph shown above represents the reading tables surfaced 
I 
I 

with Formica "Rea/wood" in the reading room of the annex to the Congressional Library in 
1
Washington, where 
I 

a great deal of Formica was used both for dignity and durability. TI Below is the cocktail lounge of the Statler 
I 

Hotel at Washington where something livelier was desired. TI In either case the practical ~earing qualities of 

the material are the same. It is non-porous 'and unstainable, cigarette-proof on horizontal lsurfaces, washable 

with soap and water or with solvents-and extremely long wearing and durable. There is n6 painting or refin-
1 

ishing required ever-no maintenance, no time out of service, no trouble. 

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY, 463? SPRING GROVE AVENUE, CINCINNATI 32, OHIO 
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"ANDREW SZOEKE. TRUE CRAFTSMAN AND DESIGNER EXTRAORDINARY, IS TURNING OUT IN HIS NEW YORK • I WORKROOM, CUSTOM-MADE FURNITURE COMPLETELY MODERN IN FEELING, YET FULFILLING THE PROUDEST 

TRADITIONS OF CRAFTSMANSHIP," SAYS HELEN HENLEY IN CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, SEPTEMBER 27, 1945. 
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CHAIR AND WRITING DESK 

EACH KNOB OF THE DESK INLAID WITH A FI.ORAL MOTIF 

CHAIR AND DESK ARE MADE or· MAHOGANY, THE DESK TOP AND SIDES ARE OF MYRTLE BURL VENEER 

HOWEVER, YOU CAN ORDER THEM IN YOUR FAVORITE WOODS. 

PLEASE WRITE FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THIS AND ANY OF OUR OTHER WORK 
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These Grade Trademarks Are 
Your Insurance of Quality 

EXT.-D.F.P.A. 

EXTERIOR-TYPE plywood i1 m1do with 
completely watupioot synthdic ruin 
binder e$poc:ially for pcrm1nent o.
po•ure lo we1ther and water. It is 
widely used tor building exteriors, for 
outdoor sign1, for railroad car siding, 
Ind in 111 phases of marine coMtruc-
tlon. ' 

Pl YSCORD is an un5'1nded utility pan
el of unusual ri1idity. made to with
stand the rigorous service demanded 
of wall ind roof she.athing and of 
sub-flooring. 

GENUINE 

~l1 t?\:J&l1lb 
Douglas Fir Plywood 

WALLBOARD 
D. F. P. A. 

INSPECHO 

PLYWALL is the grade of interior
type plywood made for u1e where only 
one side is CJCposed , as in wall panel
ing. It is suitable for mod stained 
finishes. for painting or papering. 

PLYFORM is the special concrete•fDftll 
IHde of Douglas fir plrwood - a 
q11allty grade manutactured with hish
ly water-resistant slues and Intended 
for multiple re-use in form construc
tion. 

I PL'f PANEL D.F. P.A. 

PLYPAN£L Is the snide of interior
type plywood made t111ecially for hlrh 
qu1lity Interior work on walls, ceil
lnp, tor booth partitions, cabinet 
doors ind slmi111 uHS. 

l 
I 
i 
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Douglas Fir Plywood 
is Helping in the 
Construction of 

Houses for Veterans 

Durable Douglas fir plywood-the engineered 
wood which cuts building time and costs-is now 
helping speed thousands of veterans' homes. A 
substantial portion of the industry's current pro
duction is allocated, on government order, to the 
Reconversion Housing Program. 

Naturally, this means a tight supply situation 
for housing which does not come under the pro
gram, and for all other construction and industrial 
uses. 

It is a fact, however, that more Douglas fir 
plywood is being produced today than in pre-war 
years. When the present overwhelming need for 
housing has been met, more and more of this mod
ern "miracle wood" will become available for 
general" use. Anticipate your needs well in advance. 
Keep in touch with your regular source of supply. 
Plywood's many advantages are worth the wait! 

DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD ASSOCIATION 
Tacoma 2, Washington 
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Don't forget to ... 

It's a wise economy to 
specify a number of tele
phone outlets in the houses 

you are building . . . even if only one telephone 
is all that is needed im
mediately. 

Conduit is inexpensive to 
install during building ... 
and built - in telephone 
outlets add real value to a 

home. ,IA 

4.!/i • ~:r::i~l!:~~ ;~~n~~:r:~~~t::~~~ 
-=:::;,;. . - - ""1~ to future needs. Call or dial your 

local Telephone Business Office 
and ask for Architects' and 
Builders' Service. 

Southern California Telephone Company 

ARTS & ARCHITECTURE 

BOOKS 
TOMORROW'S SMALL HOUSE--MODELS Al\D PLANS. 
Edited by Elizabeth R. Mock. 20 pages. N cw York : Museum of 
Modern Art. 
Special mention is deserved by this catalog issued by the M uscurn 
of Modern Art at the time of its exhibit of the models of small 
houses which had appeared previously in the Ladies Horne Journal. 
This show contained the same models, with a few exceptions, as the 
traveling exhibit which has been displayed in several West Coast 
department stores. Its text is more detailed than the booklet edited 
by Richard Pratt, the Journal's architectural editor, and distributed 
at the local shov,,·ings. 
The Nluseurn booklet concentrates the attention of the visitor on 
the special features which several houses shared in common: the 
glass walls, open plan and, in most of them, single story. The future 
possible economic advantages which panel construction and pre
fabrication may produce and the immediacy of the greater need fnr 
cheaper building money are properly and appropriately stressed. 
The special reason for calling attention to this booklet is the model 
which it pictures and which was omitted from the traveling collec
tion. It is called "The House in its Neighborhood" and shows part 
of a planned community. It is a graphic, interesting example of how 
\·isual and social variety can be achieved in a good living environ 
ment with a time guarantee of '\afe, quiet pleasant streets; trees, 
grass, view and a place to stretch out; convenient facilities for shop
ping and for education and recreation for all ages." On the high 
land, expensive for small home building, tall apartment houses arc 
separately placed to allow large finger -shaped park areas all around 
them. The park areas also extend between each row of the small 
homes placed on the level parts of the site. 
Footpaths and quiet streets lead to another landscaped portion 
assigned to the public buildings and the shopping, educational and 
recreational facilities. "Much more slow!~, the developer is becom
ing aware of the sales value of providing the necessary community 

continued on page 48 

20th centur)! design presents 

[g«neH photo) 

design. 
• • eng1neer1ng · 

quality· 
a radio phonograph design solution incorporating colored lacq uer with 
leather acconu. 

write for further information regarding custom-built, 
limited production, and built-in models. 20th century 
design, 6553V1 sunset blvd. granite 7606, los angeles 
28, calif. 
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WITH PRE-HARMONIZED 
PAINTS 

Newest decorator colors ... 
Treasure Tones offer a breath
taking array of the newest 
colors for home decoration. 

They are pre-harrmmi7Jd to blend in hundreds of combinations, 
that are delightfully new and different. Treasure Tones will 
provide the perfect color scheme for every room. 

No mixing or matching ... Treasure ., 

M~
', 

Tones are ready-to-use, and prepared in ' 
a choice of washable, oil-base paint 
finishes for every decorating need. . 
They come in exactly-right decorator shades ... no mixmg or 
matching ... no worry about the final effect ... Treasure 
Tones are read)'-to-use and always blend. 

SOLD AT PREMIER PAINT DEALERS 

Durable, oil-base paints ... A won
derful controlled- penetration feature 
provides easier application and greater 
durability Treasure Tones flow smooth 
as glass and produce a paint surface 

unequalled in beauty and utility. Wherever you want color 
.. . use pre-harmoni:z.ed Treasure Tones. They are non-fadmg 
and non-yellowing. Treasure Tones are the finest your money 
can buy . . . yet they cost no more than ordinary paints. 

Consult y1JUr Classified Telephone Directory for the Premier Dealer near y1JU. 



WHERE TO BUY <'/~ <'/lJ.#U!4 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
ALHAMBRA 

lo Ha :.ro Slucco Co. , 1140 Westminster 
Lcndis Hcrdwcre, 2613 W . Volley Blvd . 
Miller Paint Co., 223 E. Valley Blvd . 
Reliabl e Paint Co., 100 E. Main St . 

ANAHEIM 
Schoemer Paint Co . , 120 N . Los Angeles St. 

ARCADIA 
Baldwin A venue Hardware , 1210 S. Baldwin 
Hammond lumber Co ., 205 E. Huntington Dr. 

BAKERSFIELD 
Ferguson's Paint Store, 1717 19th St. 

BEAUMONT 
Cox Seed & Feed Co., 464 E. 6th St. 

BELL 
Poul '1 Paint Store, 4036 E. Gage 

BELLFLOWER 
E. W . Jackson Pt. Co., 525 S. Bellflower Blvd. 
Hammond lumber Co ., 239 Somerset St. 

BELL GARDEN'S 
Eastern Hardware, 7607 Eastern Ave. 

BRAWLEY 
Cecil Bradford, 533 Main St. 
A. C. Eaves & Co., 8th and D Srs . 
Hammond lumber Co., 8th and G Sis. 

BREA 
Brea Hardware, 100 S. Pomona Ave. 

BU RBANK 
J. H. Steel Point Co., 326 E. Son Fernando Rd. 

CALIMESA Hele & Greenslcdo 
CANOGA PARK 

Hammond l umber Co., 723 3 Deering Ave. 
CHINO E. C. Plett Hardware 
CLEARWATER 

Clearwater lumber Co . , 401 Paromounl Bl vd. 
COLTON 

Hammond lumber Co . 
COMPTON 

Billing s Paint & Wpr., 127 W. Compton 
CORONA 

Hoovers City Pain t & Poper Store, 118 W. 6th 
CORONADO 

Bay Lumber & Supply Co. , 101 Orange Ave. 
COSTA MESA 

Colla Mesa Point & Hdwe., 1842 Newport 
CULVER CITY 

Standard floor & Well Ca., 9650 Culver Blvd . 
DOWNEY 

Olson' s Paint & Wallpaper Ca., 138 W. 2nd St. 
El CAJON 

Johnson' s Point Store 
El CENTRO 

Diller Hardware, 637 Main St. 
El MONTE 

El Monte Hardware, 113 Le xington 
ENCINITAS 

Seamon Lumber Co. 
ESCONDIDO 

Escondido Hardware, 155 E. Grand Ave. 
FILLMORE 

Bollard Furniture Store, 346 Central Ave . 
FONTANA 

Fontana Reliable Paint Store, 131 Nuevo Street 
Hammond lumber Co . 

GARVEY 
Pricerite Hardware, 50.4 W. Garvey 

GLENDALE 
Lovejoy Hardware Co . , 716 N. Glendale Ave . 
Premier Point Store, 212 E. Broadway 
Wagner Hard wore , 3710 Son Fernando Rd . 

HAWTHORNE 
Cas h Ha rdware, 325 N , Hawthorne Ave. 

HERMOSA BEACH 
Jahn A. Hageman, 717 Camino Real 

HOLTVILLE 
Hammond lumber Co. 

HUNTINGTON' PARK 
Metropolitan Paint Store, 2633 E. Flore nce 
Geib Lumber Co., 2200 Nadeau St. 

INGLEWOOD 
Peterfy Bros., 101 Market St . 

LAGUNA BEACH 
South Coast Point Co. 

LA JOLLA 
Perry's Point Store, 781 B Girard Ave . 

LAMANDA PARK 
Hammond lumber Co , 

LA MESA 
Noth on P. Cross, 8256 lo Mesa Ave. 

LANCASTER 
Forest lumber Co . 

LONG BEACH 
Billing s Point Store, 5235 2nd St., Belmont Shores 
W. B. Scott Co., 1895 E. Ancheim Blvd. 
Porter Hardware , 5365 long Beach Blvd. 

LOS ANGELES 
Geo. E. Ale xander, 9463 S. Normandie 
Anawalt Lumber Co., 11060 W. Pico Blvd. 
Atlas Po int & Wallpaper Store, 1 1014 S. Main St. 
B. & B. Hardware, 4538 Eagle Rock Bl vd. 
Frank J . Dillenburg, 5924 N'. Figueroa St. 
Eli te Glass & Paint Co., 5609 Sunset Blvd. 
Esteys Point Store, 8934 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Hammond lumber Co. , 20 10 S . Alameda St. 
Harmon & Peterson, 1225 W . Washington Blvd. 
Howard A . Hildreth, 2409 Daly St. 
Newst Wallpaper & Paint Store, 5036 York Blvd . 
Holl ywood Premier Pt. Store, 49d9 Hollywood Blvd. 
Hurst Point Store, 728 S. Atlantic Blvd . 
Lorson & Proser, 2873 W. 9th St. 
Los Ange les Art Glass Co., 245 S. Western Ave . 
Fronk V. McCo ve , 2654 W. Pico Blvrl . 
Metropoli tan Point Store , 8562 S. Broadway 
Metropolitan Point Store, 1640 Wilcox Ave. 
New York Point Co . , 5500 W . Adams 
Pacific Wallpaper & Point , 420B Beverly Blvd. 
Po intcraft Supply Co., 2626 Crenshaw 
Pioneer Point Store, 3927 S. Western Ave. 

Pivn ick & Samson, 4152 S. Central Ave. 
Premier Point & Wallpaper, .(301 S. Broadway 
Red Feather Materials Co . , 3219 Glendale Blvd . 
Thompson Specialty Co . , 24 15 W. Vernon Ave . 
Union Paint & Hdwe., 1619 W . Sunset Blvd . 
Verdugo Hardware, 3516 Eagle Rock Blvd . 
Vermont Plumbers, 3423 S. Vermont Ave. 
Weill Paint Ca., 334 S. la Brea 

MONROVIA 
Lee's Premier Paint Store, 1 11 W . Colorado 

MONTEBELLO 
Bingham Electric Shop , 506 Whittier Blvd . 
Miller Paint Store, 134 N. Fifth 

MONTROSE 
Valley Hardware, 2263 Honolulu Ave . 

NEWHALL 
Hammond lumber Co., 906 Spruce St. 

NORTH HOLLYWOOD 
Mullins Point Co . , 5019 lonkershim Blvd . 

OCEANSIDE 
l. A. Freeman Pt . & Wpr. Co., 212 Freemon St. 

ONTARIO 
Ontario Point & Glass Co., 224 Euclid Ave . 

PALMDALE Forest lumber Ca. 
PASADENA 

Clark Hardware, 913 E. California 
Ray J. Ives, 37 W . Colorado St. 
Hammond lumber Ca., 2621 E. Walnut St. 
Townsend Hardware, 3529 E. Colorado Blvd. 

POMONA 
Wright Bros. & Rice, 252 S. Main St. 

REDLANDS 
Luther & lorry Point Store, 2 Orange St. 

REDONDO BEACH 
Redondo Trading Post, 114 Diamond St . 

RE SEDA 
Oon Harwood, 18512 Sherman Way 

RIVERSIDE 
Rawlings & Landis, 3557 Main St. 

ROSCOE Roscoe Hardware 
ROSEMEAD 

B & H Paint Co., 1525 Volley Blvd. 
Hammond lumber Co., 2351 Valley Blvd. 

SAN CLEMENTE 
Gordon's Hardware & Paint , 106 Ave . Del Mor 

SAN DIEGO 
Marling Paint Co., 137 Broadway 
Prem ier Paint Store.L 3B82 30th St. 

SAN DIMAS 
Cushman Hardware , 201 W . Bonita Ave . 

SAN FERNANDO 
H:Jrvey Paint & Wallpaper, 211 N . Maclay 
Hammond lumber Co., 731 San Fernando Rd . 

SAN' GABRIEL 
Cle r k & Sewell Hardware, 318 San Gabrie l 81. 
G . W. Maddox lbr. Co., 600 S. Sen Gabriel Bl. 

SAN MARINO 
San Morino Hardware , 2134 Huntington Dr. 

SAN PEDRO 
G. E. Bradford & Son, 408 W. 6th St. 
Williams Paint Store, 1216 S . PociAc 

SANTA ANA 
Santo Ano Paint Store, 420 Sycamore 

SANTA BARBARA 
Holiday Hardware Co ., 810 State St . 

SANTA MONICA 
Premier Paint Store , 634 Santa Monico Blvd . 

SANTA PAULA McKelvey Paint Ca., 952 Main St. 
SATI COY Seti coy Hardware 
SOUTHGATE 

J. N . Stephens, Inc., 3459 Tweed y Blvd . 
STUDIO CITY 

Daniel' s Point Co., 121 47 Ventura Blvd . 
TEMPLE CITY 

Temple City Point & Wpr., 1709 las Tuna s 
TUJUNGA 

Anawalt lumber Co., 10161 Tujunga Ccnyan 
UPLAN'D 

W. F. Rugg lumber Co., 120 S. 2nd Ave. 
VAN NUYS 

R. R. Edwards, 6210 Van Nuys Blvd. 
VENTURA Bicker Point Co . , 27 S. Chestnut St. 
WHITTIER 

West Whittier Paint & Wallpaper Co., 
2331 W . WhitHer Blvd . 

Whittier Point & Wallpaper, 145 N. Greenleaf 

CENTRAL CALIFORNIA 
ATASCADERO 

Atascadero Hard ware 
CLOVIS Clovis Furniture Co. 
COALINGA Davi s Electric Co. 
DELANO Delano Building Material' 
DINUBA 

M. Kellner & Son lumber Co. 
EXETER 

P & A Hardware 
FRESNO 

Jock Lucey , 1311 Von Ne ss 
IVANliOE 

Rymer & Eslick 
KINGSBURG 

Hultgren's Cash Hardware 
LIVIN'GSTON 

Morgan's Appliance Store 
McFARLAND 

M. R. Mcrshall 
MERCED 

Merced Glass & Mirror Co . , 224 17th St. 
PATTERSON Patterson Hard ware 
PORTERVILLE 

Porterville Lumber & Materials , 1255 N . Main 
RI PON Oen Oulk Hardware 
SANGER 

Herrick Electric Co . , 1419 7th St . 
SELMA 

Forkners Hardware , 1939 High St. 
SHAFTER 

Neuman & Johnson Hardwa re 
SONORA 

Oliver Hardware, 617 Washington 

TULARE 
Tulare Hardware, 250 E. Tulare 

TURLOCK Paul's Paint Store, 243 W . Main 
VISALIA 

Boyd Paint Stare, 115 N. Church 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
BELMONT 

C. B. Anderson, 1412 El Camino 
BERKELEY 

leloy Hardware, 3330 Adeline St. 
CHICO 

D. Hoines Paint Store 
ELMHURST 

Aston Point Co. 
HAYWARD 

Dona ld Herder's Sport Shop 
HOLLISTER 

Hollister Paint Co., 336 San Benito 
LOS GATOS 

A . W. Templeman 
NEVADA CITY 

Nevada lumber Co. 
OAKLAND 

Air Equipment & Supply Co., 3329 Broadway 
A<tao Paint Co., 8831 E. 14th St. 
Dick's Home Furnishing, 2946 E. 14th St . 
Elmhurst Hardware & Supply , 9301 E 14th St . 
Granada Paint & Wallpaper Co., 8831 E. 14th St. 
Swanson Point Co., 344 12th St. 

ORLAND 
Schmidt' s Paint Store 

OROVILLE 
Moore Hardware & Point 

PARADISE 
C. T. Cochrones 

REDWOOD CITY 
Engdahl Pa int Co., 23BS Broadway 

RICHMON'[) 
Rainbow Point Store, 316 11th St. 

SACRAMENTO 
Chas. Trouse Hardware, 4816 Folsom Blvd. 
Wilkins & Dubey Point Store, 1225 "J" St. 

NORTH SACRAMENTO 
Wilkins & Dubey, 2204 Del Posa Blvd. 

SALINAS 
Thompson Point Co., 371 Main St. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
A. Accompo, 1301 Grant Ave. 
Graham Point Co .. 795 Valencia St. 
Palace Hardware, 581 Market St . 

SAN JOSE 
Lowe Point Co., 490 S. First St. 

SAN LEANDRO 
Aston Point Co., 1257 Washington Ave . 

SAN RAFAEL 
A . T. England, 1415 Fourth St. 

SANTA CRUZ 
Formers ' Cooperative Exchange 
R. R. Sauers Hardware, 348 Sequel Ave. 

VALLEJO 
Vallejo Paint & Wallpaper Store 
C. l. Winchell Hardware & Paint Co. 

WATSONVILLE 
Farmers' Cooperative Exchange 
Watsonville Paint & Wallpaper 

ARIZONA 
BOWIE 

Bowie lumber & Supply Co. 
CAMP VERDE 

Wingfield Commercial Co . 
CHANDLER Reliable Hardware 
CLIFTON 

Clifton lumber Co. 
COLDWATER 

Coldwater Commercial Co. 
COTIONWOOD 

Verde Furniture & Hardware 
DOUGLAS Douglas Lumber & Suppl y 
EAGAR 

Round Valley Seed and Feed Co . 
FLAGSTAFF 

Switzers Hardware , 17 N. Son Franc isco 
FLORENCE Coverall Paint Store 
GLENDALE 

Whitney's Service & Sporting Goods 
MESA 

fife Furniture & Hardware 
PARKER 

Robert West lumber Co. 
PHOENIX 

American Blind & linoleum Co., 30 N. First 
Mclehan's Variety Store, 1530 E. McDowell 

PRESCOTI 
Head lumber Co . 

SAFFORD 
Chas. l. Roach lumber Co. 

ST. JOHN 
T. E. Waters 

SOMERTON Volley Commercial Co. 
SPRIN'GERVI LLE Bryant-Whiting 
SUPERIOR Banks Electric Co. 
TEMPE Curry Home Appliances 
WINSLOW Pruett Hardware 
WILCOX Wilco x lumber Co. 

NEVADA 
CARSON CITY Nevada Lumber Co . 
LAS VEGAS McQuay Supply Ca., 412 S. Ma ;o St. 
LOVELOCK Nevcda lumber Co. 
MINDEN Nevada lumber Co. 
RENO Nevada Lumber Co. 

NEW MEXICO 
ALBUQUERQUE 

Patterson's Point Store, 102 S. Richmond 
CLOVIS 

G. C. Willicms , 119 E. 5th St. 

TEXAS 
El PASO 

Lander lumber Co., 1830 Te xas St. 
Western Fuel & lumber Co. , 2427 Myrtle St. 
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AN UNUSUAL WATERPROOFING PROBLEM: (l 

IN AN ELEVATOR PIT! 
The PROBLEM: To control wacer seepage in che 

elevator pie of the Barnum Garage, Bridgeport, Conn . Located 

direcdy over an old ri ver bed, the pit daily filled wi th water up 

to four feet when the tide came in. Continual seepage caused 

Dias ram illuscrati ns the problem . 

cables and mechanism to ruse; breakdowns were frequent. After 

so-called "waterproofing paints" were proven ineffective, a three

fcet-in-diamecer sump pump well was installed with an over· 

sized pump, havin
0
g a two-inch main. The pump worked con· 

scantly; literally it was pumping a river. But even this did not 

work, because of mecha nical and electrical failures. 

The SOLUTION: The application of AQUELLA 

The elevacor pit ofter ic was treated with Aquella in January, 1915. According to 
L. Levitt, s:a.rasc opcr:uor 1 it hasn ' t leaked since it W3S Aq ucllizcJ 20 m o nths a.so. 

The RESULT: As i\Ir. L. Levitt, operator of the 

garage, describes it: "Since January 1945, when the elevator pit 

was Aquellized, we have had the sump pump disconnected-even 

though the water in the sump pump well r ises up to the cellar 

floor level. This proves chat che floor and walls of the pit are 

surrounded by water held back b;· Aquella:· 

The REASON for Aquella's effectiveness in holding 

back a 4-ft. high tide in this elevator p it centers around th e 

entirely new principle 

on which it works ... a 

principle chat distin

guishes it in three 1i·ays 

from the so-called 

"waterproofing pai ncs:· 

First, the ingredients of 

which Aquella is com

posed are so f i11ely 

gro1111d that they pene· 

trace the masonry in

teme/y to fill and close 

the most microscopic 

pores. Second, Aquella 

~ I 

The sump pump well is no longer used . Pump was 
disconnccccd mon ths ago . \X'atcr scill rises to the 
fl o or level as can be seen in the :ibovc pho co1:rap h 
-prov ing th nc the fl oor and wall s o f the p it arc 
still surrounded by wacer held back by Aquclla . 

is scrubbed into the face of the masonry-not just "brushed on" 

Photoi;rlphic cnlor s ement 
of 11 small, sawcJ-away scc
rion of a concrete m::isonry 
unitshowins thc wayAquclb. 
penetrates to fill and close th e 
pores of the surface. 

to coat the outside surface. Third, 

Aquella has an exclusive chemical 

property which causes it to expand 

and set u;> a harder, firmer bond when 

water contacts it. 

As it cures, Aquella leaves a beauti

ful white finish that does not powder, 

peel, flake or rub off, and can be painted 

over with any color. 

Specify AQUELLA for che creating of all porous 

masonry surfaces, such as brick,concrete, light weight 

masonry units, stucco or cement plaster. 

PRIMA PRODUCTS, INC. 
Dept. B6, 10 East 40th Street, New York 16, N.Y. 

FREE Write today for your copies of 
''Aquella a11d Co11crete MaJ011ry Comtmction;' 
and che "Key to Aqm/la Specification TypeJ'.' 

AQUELLA 
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.. CINEMA 
Three American travellers have returned within recent weeks from 
Europe, bringing with them a portfolio on the reactions of European 
audiences to American motion pictures. Their reports are important, 
interesting and diametrically opposite. 
Paramount Pict1;1res Sales Manager J. Blumenthal, just over from 
the Continent, tells American film trade papers that American films 
are doing tremendous business, that the market for American films 
is as strong as it ever was and that the films which Europeans are 
seeing are doing nothing but good for everyone concerned. 
Louis de Rochemont, former Film producer of "i\!Iarch of Time" 
who is now engaged in the production of commercial and industrial 
films, has a less happy and sanguine picture to report. He finds that 
American films have created unfavorable reactions in many instances, 
and that a program of selectivity must and should be in'stituted by 
some group-either the Government or private industry or both
to pass on the suitability of various American films. 
A third traveller, Joseph Hummel, Warner Brothers Sales :Manager 
for the Paris (and Central European) office, backs up the state
ments of Paramount's Blumenthal: that like water, pictures reach 
their own level. Pictures that people like, they patronize. Pictures 
they dislike, they stay away from. Entertainment value is the only 
gauge, l\ilr. Hummel said, with which one should be concerned. 
A year ago while seated in a projection room which had been used 
often by Dr. Goebbels, I saw a German propaganda film, "Freedom's 
Paradise." I wish that Mr. Hummel and Mr. Blumenthal would 
ha.ve the opportunity of seeing that film and another little epic called 
"Roosevelt Laughs." These two films are two and three reel subjects 
made up entirely of parts of American features and American news
reels. With considerable dramatic force we are shown to be a nation 
of shiftless, a-moral, money-grabbing degenerates, and the two 
pictures draw on selected scenes from selected features to do their 
work. Now it is obvious that a smart film editor, through juxtaposi
tion, emphasis, cutting and any of the many other tricks of the trade, 
can make the same film footage say innumerable different things. 

ARTS & ARCH IT ECT URE 

But the salient fact to remember is that film does make an impression, 
a fact which the two foreign sales managers seem to be overlooking . 
A few days after the liberation of Brussels, when the people of that 
city faced starvation, when the Nazis and Wehrmacht had just left, 
the first American film was discovered by an astute theater owner 
in a cellar and was shown. The picture was :Mickey Rooney in 
"Andy Hardy Steps Out," a bizarre, fluffy piece of nonsense about 
l\!Iickey's antics in lush nightclubs. This was the first impression of 
American life Belgians had had since 1940, almost five years before. 
America, just as Dr. Goebbels had said, was profligate, lush, giddy 
and empty-headed, and the first American film after liberation 
proved it. 
The Army, as it moved into occupied areas- Germany, Japan, 
Korea and Austria- had carefully worked out motion pict-ure 
programs. These programs consisted of selected motion pictures, 
features and short subjects chosen by representatives of the Army, of 
the State Department and of the then flourishing OWi. The films 
were intended for more than pure entertainment. This pre-planning 
has set a precedent in film activities which followed. Europe after 
the end of the war represented a vast market, a great sales potential 
for films which people in that part of the world had not seen r.ince 
Nazi domination six to I 0 years before. That c:ire and discretion 
would have to he exercis~d in the selection of entertainment 
was immediately obvious. It was also obvious to i\tI r. Hummel, hy 
the way, ,,·ho stated as much in a meeting in Bad Homburg in 
September of 1945. He recognized then the principle of selection. 
However, this attitude of discretion seems to have slipped away in 
the months since the peace. vVe should, the foreign sales mana.gers 
state, show them anything that's entertainment. They arc forgetting 
several things : Secretary of St:ite Byrnes cannot represent one kind 
of America and our films ano ther. There are certain films which do 
not show us off to any good advantage and which we mus t not export. 
Films are not a commodity like automobiles and canned soups that 
are of consistent quality :ind arouse people to reactions no more 
stimulated than "I hope there's one in my future" or "iVImm- good !" 
En tertainment should not be the single standard of what films mav 
and may not be exported. Every Hollywood producer claims tha·t 
his picture is entertaining. But not every Hollywood producer is 
capable of judging what kind of an opinion his film is creat ing, 
what kind of a prejudice his film is hardening.- ROBERT JosEPH 

AS STANDARD EQUIPMENT 
• • • in Arts & Architecture Case Study Houses 

~ 
CO FF E E MASTER 

~ 
MIXMASTER 

~ 
IRON MASTER 

~ ~ 
SHAVE MASTER 

TOASTER 

~ 
WAFFLE-BAKER 

Made and guaranteed by SUNBEAM CORPORATION (Farmerly Chicago Flexible Shaft Co.) 
5600 W. Roosevelt Rd., Dept. 140, Chicago. Canada Factory, 321 Weston Rd. So., Toronto. Over Half o Century Making Quality Products 
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limed for tt holi 
PUSHING A BUTTON will turn off 
the clock on your post-war built-in 
Western-Holly gas range• ... so /111/)' 
c111to111atic that it might be called the 
push-button range 1 So efficient that 
it will cook-in J011r lei.111re time-tasty 
holiday meals that once required 
hours of watching. 
• TEMPA-PLATES four-in-line, and 

an automatic ventilator drawing off 
all vapors, will make your life-in
the-kitchen cool and clean. A beau
tiful range that can be built into 
your home ... a wonder-working 
range that will delightfully change 
your way-of.cooking ... a finely con
structed range built to (1/J..' stand-
ards, and then some! - · 

~'~'~ 
Post -War GAS Ranges 

THIS RANGE WILL BE AVAILABLE IN 1947 THROUGH YOUR BUILDER OR 

CONTRACTOR WHO WILL SECURE IT FROM A WESTERN-HOLLY DEALER 

NOW SHOWN AT THE FRITZ 8. BURNS "POST .WAR HOUSE" IN LOS ANGELES 

Products of WESTERN ST 0 VE 
CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA 

COMPANY, I n c . 

LOS ANGELES• SAN FRANCISCO• PORTLAND• SACRAMENTO• FRESNO• SAN DIEGO 

Coppip.hc 1~).16 hr \'\'c.s1Nn Srove Compant•. Inc 
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(:01; w 
.-_;~Y,I?"~- oven sunshine . . . designed in the modern 
/ _,..~,,~ ... ' ... . . '/'[/i \~ ·· manner to bnng d1shncbve color and casual 
f ~/ 1 ~ charm· to indoor and outdoor living. 

/ 1946 Catalogue upon request 

/ . Fie/ts Reetl Co. • o·~-,,~·~;·~-~·:~·0:~:·0:E·~ ··;~·~·~ 

Opens cans of every shape wich equal case. 
Swings aside when noc in use. Builc-in boccie 
opener. Guaranteed 5 years ... over 5,000,000 
Dazey Can Openers now in use. For lastini;: 

satisfaction . .. "Pick A Dazey." 

~ 'VP,.7.."EY 
SIAfflL jtU:efM.. 

Beaucifully designed ... scurdily construcced ... 
colored plastic reamer ... strains pich and seeds 
with a single accion . Dazey sacin-smooch 
aluminum juicer fills the everyday need for 
an easy -co-use. easy-co-clean fruit juicer. 

DAZEY CORPORATION 
WARNE AND CARTER AVENUES• ST. LOUIS 7, MO. 
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ARTS & ARCH ITECTURE 

MUSIC 
The latest and the most intimate of major associative arts, chamber 
music, was designed not for the public listener who might occasion
ally overhear i~ but for the performers whose pleasure is to assist 
in bringing it to briefly audible life. Chamber music, like chess, 
was conceived to be a diversion of the technically active, yet contem
plative mind. Like chess it revels in situations which can be repeated. 
To define chamber music one must seek inclusive language. Try 
to describe a quiet and retiring art beginning in group singing 
supported by occasional instruments, growing out of folk song hut 
refined and quickened by the activity of amateurs who converted the 
musical language of the church to a secular and also a constructive 
use. This art of the madrigalists was at first translated for lute, viol 
and keyboard instruments. vVithin a short time the translation 
produced a new instrumental art. These three strains of consort, 
voices, strings and the self-sufficient keyboard, developed through 
the madrigal, fantasy and variations into a new and larger body of 
combinations, accompanied art song, solo and trio sonata, concerto 
grosso, clavier su ite. 
Always there was a blending of dance and folk song into the more 
austere, remote, thoughtful and spiritual music of the church. Stylistic 
influences varied. iVIelody grew more elaborate in outline and more 
self-sufficient. Harmony replaced complex polyphony as the means 
of tonal substance. Chamber music, like philosophy, divested itself 
of traditional authority to explore individual vistas. And since th ese 
new ways of the spirit must contain each its own justification, if 
the art were to be more than momentarily delightful, the structure 
of secular music had to be created so that boundless imagination 
might be constrained by a common necessity of form. 
In our times the shape of music has been so much taken for granted 
by professionals as well as amateurs that few understand the original 
problem or need. The recognition and establishmen t of form was 
the work of Seventeenth century composers, who passed among 

continued on page 18 
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*rATUHCO 

.fer years to come 

CLEAN contours and faultless performance have 

won renown for the Case T/N* Water Closet as a major advance 

in design. It is a free-standing, one piece non-overflow 

fixture. Equally well adapted to old and new surroundings, and to the 

space restrictions of today's and tomorrow's buildings, the T / N is now in rapidly 

expanding production. Distributed nationally - see your Classified Telephone Directory. 

W. A. Case & Son Mfg. Co., Buffalo 3, New York. Founded 1853. 

Foremost in demand ... the Case 
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Tb• B & T M•lab Co111paa1, Colambas 16, 0/Jlo 

APPLIANCE 
COVERS 

FOOD BAGS 

Beautiful KeKo Flexible Plastic 
accessories add amazingly to kitchen convenience and ef
ficiency. Moisture, acid, grease and odor resistant, they 
effectively protect food and appliances. Unaffected by heat 
or cold-washable in warm water and mild suds. Buy KeKo 
accessories at your favorite store. 
KEKO PRODUCTS DIV .. KENNEDY CAR LINER l BAG CO. • SHELBYVILLE, IND . 

Ke Ko 

ARTS & ARCH ITECTURE 

MUSIC 
continued from page 16 

themselves like artifacts the first fruits of their new discoveries. 
During the Eighteenth century acceptance of these new forms became 
so general that creative artists in all European countries "vere able 
withiin a few years to fill the new forms full of substance. The rigor 
of the mind that had created forms now flowered in the development 
and the expanson of these forms. Thus during the Eighteenth and 
Nineteenth centuries music became an art of the largest technical 
and spiritual scope, relatively unhampered by the evolution of its 
now firmly established authoritative outlines. 

This evolution has not ceased in our own century, yet the new rigor 
which many of us feel in the definitive musical art of the last SO 
years results to a great extent from an understanding of the neces
sity that there must be new forms. Composers today who have worked 
most deeply within the traditions of their art are the least accepted 
because the most revolutionary. Their work is the most difficult 
to assimilate within our increasingly dogmatic conditioning to 
inherited formal limitatons. 

Unwillingness to accept the continuing evolution of music as a 
creative art is the result of public exploitation of what in its origins 
and much of its usage was never intended to be heard in public. 
Chamber music began in the writing down of secular compositions 
to be played by amateurs for their private pleasure. Yet love of 
music is not always combined with skill in making music. The few 
friends who sat in a room together to listen to the early madrigals 
and consorts soon became a formal courtly audience seeking not 
only technical pleasure and enlightenment but also entertainment. 
In competition with the circus atmosphere of public exploitation 
chamber music tried at first to retain its intimacy, its private purpose. 
Yet lovers of public music could not help but come upon chamber 
music and desire to hear it, while virtuosos like Joachim would 
not deny themselves the joy of bringing this most satisfying of 
musical art forms to the hearing of a larger public. From the time 
of Joachim until the end of the 1930s chamber music grew in public 
interest without seriously competing with the larger and more 
virtuoso requirements of public exploitation. That this development 

GIFTS 
OF 
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ART 

olb1, ,vntercolors, sculpture 
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..( FINE REPRODUCTIONS : PICASSO 
KLEE 

BRACQUE 
ROUALT 

KOLL WI TZ 
MARIN 

M IRO 
CHAGALL 

and many more 

6727 1,.<, Hollywood Blvd. 
* nmerlcuu •~outem1•ornry gallery Hollywood 2s. Calif. 

HOllywcod 1064 
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Combining Modern Circuit 

Protection AND Distribution 

All the modern advantages of Square 
D Mu lti-Breaker Contro l, plrJJ the ad
\·antage of adequate distribution-com
bined in the new SQUARED MULTI
BREAKER SERVICE ENTRANCE 
DEVICES. 
Compact in design, yet Aexible enough 
to provide for 37 different M ulti
Breaker circuit arrangements-these 
de\•ices are ideal for use as service 
entrance equipment on homes where 
additional circuits are needed for range, 
water heater, food freezer, etc. You 

ha ,·e only our cabinet to install-costs 
reduced to a minimum. 
Raintight - Interchangeable Hubs 
Being raintight in themselves, these 
Multi -Breaker deYices require no un
sightly weather-protecting enclosure s. 
They are provided with SQU:'\RE D 
INTERCHANGEABLE HUBS-liYe 
different bushings to lit five different 
conduit sizes. Installation may he 
surface or semi-Aush . In addition, 
there are ample combination knockouts 
in the bottom of each cabinet. 

Specify SQUARE D MULTIBREAKER SERVICE ENTRANCE DEVICES. 
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klearflax 

texture 

Floor covering is a basic consideration 

in home decoration. Be sure your choice is wise. 

Klearflax rugs offer a wide range 

of texture-color combinations, a price 

to suit your budget, and a lifetime of wear. 

They merit your consideration. 

Klearflax rugs are on display in Los Angeles 

at 812 West Eighth Street-or write 

Klearflax, Duluth. 

A RTS & ARCHITECTURE 

plus 

color 



vVe ru5!1 to the end of 19+6 hell-bent from dection toward the eve of a new vear that will mark 
the end of an epoch and the beginning of another that wiII be remembered with the same thunderous 
echoes of history that clapped at the ears of men in 1215, in 1+92 and in 1776. 

One sees, but somehow one cannot accept the seeming inevitability of trends and man's helplessness 
before them. One uses the word "inevitable" and prcpa.res to accept its corollary, "irrevocable," 
until one realizes that cycles, however fixed, have been and can be controlled by man's ability to 
accelerate or dc-celerate them. 

The machine of progress has been and can be directed by conscious effort, howc\'er many booby-t raps 
of man's own perverse invention are put in the way. Whether social advance is by calculated progres
sion or the mere tendency to fall forward on one's face, the direction, by hundreds of years of trial 
and error, has been pretty well established. It is, then, only a matter of deciding whether we go on 
with the cart before the horse, or vice versa, that becomes the major controversy at every level of 
man's activity. 

That man can, with sanity and justice, move smoothly through the enormous adjustments necessary 
to a \\'Orld-life of decency through logic seems now to be mere wishful thinking. Evidently man's 
helJigerence must force a thousand bitterly-contested controversies before a peaceful world becomes a 
necessity rather than the indulgence of mere good will. 

We do not think enough about the "necessity" of peace-the "necessity" of adjustment. We evi
dently feel that the solution of problems depends upon a willingness to indulge in· all manner of hypo
criticaily charitable notions. It is a sad and grim thought that real peace might have to wait upon 
man's \\'illingness to see at last that an ordered world is no matter of his whim but is rather as bitter 
a necessity to his existence as the food he struggles for in order to sustain life. 

A terrible and \\'Onderful time has come to an end when man conceived, lived bv and seemed to 
understand principles as noble as any within human remembrance. Perhaps the hreaking apart is 
temporary. This is a "perhaps" of fervent hope, hacked by the conviction that man, having once 
stated and fought for the premise of decent life, cannot \\'holly forget the greatness of which he so 
recently was a part. 

Having reached the top of a hill, it might be the sight of distant mountains yet to be scaled that 
overcomes us \\'ith an unutterable weariness and a feeling that those mountains bevond the mountains 
will have to be won by other minds and hearts and legs. We are only sure of .one thing: that the 
world moves, either \\'ith us or without us, and seems to folio\\' the general pattern of the constantly 
repeated circle. 

For ourselves \\·e sec it somewhat as a school bov's exercise in penmanship in \\'hich the uncertain 
hand ~vas gu:dcd through the Palmer l\tiethod ;nd labored over an exercise of circles which pro
gressed slowly across the page as each circle completed itself and another grew out of it to move 
imperceptibly forward. The uninterrupted continuity of repetition seems to be a part of that necessary 
reassurance with which man must feel the security of what has been accepted before, as a basis upon 
which future action is to be built. 

In the early 30s, \\'hen we learned about small bands of Hitler youth roaming the streets of Ger
man cit ies and committing acts of hoodlumism upon men and property, we thought about it in one 
way. Now, as we are told about arrogant young fanatics, uniformed and organized, roaming the 
streets of Georgian cities, committing acts of vandalism upon citizens of our own country m the 
name of racialism, we think about it in quite another. 

From such a small beginning the terror creeps and paralizes. As it betrayed another great people, 
it places its first tentative finger upon our own public consciousness and will slowly press straight 
to the heart of our democracy, unless we recognize it for what it is and destroy it for what we 110\\' 

know it can be. 

And so, as we pause to catch our breath and revive the exhausted spirit, it is of the most desperate 
urgency that we do not rest too long, or think too sadly upon our own weariness, for if we cannot 
any longer move ourselves we must, at least in falling, fall forward so that others might be impelled 
to get a move on. 

Unfortunately for us, it will probably always be "later than we think," and from here on in \\'C 

will move from one crisis to another until finally the basic controversies are resolved . Perhaps then 
\\'e can learn to look beyond our own momentary personal needs to a time when man's cooperative 
effort to solve mankind's material problems can free us from the need to lock our doors against one 
another, to close our minds against the problems heyond our doorstep. \Ve might also learn to take 
our fist out of our neighbor's face. 
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UNITED FILM PRODUCTIONS 

BROTHERHOOD OF MAN 
A Script by Ring Lardner, Jr., 
Maurice Rapf, John Hubley, and Phil Eastman 

The script of Brotherhood of l\ I an and the illustrations from 
that animated cartoon are essentially an end product of a pam
phlet called Races of iVIan kind which was written in 19+3 by 
Drs. Ruth Benedict and Gene W eltfish, anthropoligists of 
Columbia University. It was designed for presentation to 
men of the armed forces as an antidote to racial prejudice, 
but objections by powerful Southern politicians forced it,; 
distribution to be channeled through the Public Affairs Com
mittee, Inc. Originally presented in that succinct and breezy 
style, well spiced with satiric illustrations, which the Army 
and N avy have made a notable contribution to both pamph
leteering and education, the material seems to slip easily into 
the peculiar form of the animated cartoon . This film has 
been made bv United Film Productions. 
The script ~nd illustrations arc an end product technically 
as well as spiritually ; for they represent, not the plan, but what 
finally reached the screen-a description of the action, the 
spoken narration, and reproductions in black and white of 
30 representative selections from the I 5,000 different pictures 
presented in the course of the fi lm's I I minutes. The illustra
tions have the general appearance of a "story board," or 
pictorial outline in rough skctches-fundamentallv the sce-
nario of an animated cartoon . . 
The animated cartoon is, of course, no stranger to education 
and propaganda. The Army and Navy used it notably for 
instructional purposes; the Office of Inter-American Affairs 
commissioned Walt Disnev to make a number of cartoons for 
educational purposes soutl; of the border. 
The numbers in parentheses at the ends of certain lines of 
narration refer to corresponding illustrations, on pages 2+ & 25 

Material courtesy of 
HOLLYWOOD QUARTERLY 
UniYersity of California Press 

The picture opens with a dream se
quence of people sailing around in 
chairs with propellers on their backs. 1 
Narrator: Everybody has his own 
special dream of what the world's 
going to be like in the future ... 
but we all know it's steadily 
shrinking. One of these days we're 
going to wake up and find that 
people and places we used to just 
read about are practically in our 
own back yard! 
Dissolve to the world shrinking. Cross
dissolve to Henry (an average white 
man) asleep with a dream overhead. 
He shows a pleased reaction to the 
dream. 2 

He is awakened by his dog barking. 
The dog tries to get Henry up. Henry 
gets out of bed and walks to the win 
dow. He looks out and secs the new 
world right in his own back yard. 3 

Henry: It's happened. (Early 
morning singing and humming)
Ladidateda. 

Henry, plcas~d and excited, runs to 
another window; he looks out, runs 
into the closet for his clothes, then 
out and into the bathroom. He comes 
out dressed and disappears downstairs. 

Outside Henr)''s house. Hcnrv runs 
out, looking ;round at his nc.w sur
roundings. He slips on the ice in front 
of an igloo, skids, trips on the walk, 
and is thrown into a Chinese gong. 
He reacts. 

Shot of heads popping out of houses. 
Henry gets up, brushes himself off, 
taps the gong, and turns around sheep
ishly. 4 

Back to the rlif ferent races looking 
around at each other. Henn• looks 
around. Pleased, he starts {orward, 
with his hand outstretched. 

A green character (Henry's susp1cwus 
self) emerges from Henry, and holds 
him back. 5 
Green: Uh-huh. I don't like the 
looks of this. 

Henry: Why not? It's going to be 
wonderful. 

Green: It'll never work! You can't 
get along with those people
they're too different! 

Henry: We'll get along-we've got 
to! The future of civilization de· 
pends OR brotherhood! 

The crowd applauds. Henry, pleased, 
starts forward. A group of other races 
starts forward to meet Henry. 6 

The Green grabs his nose and gestures, 
runs and catches Henry, pulls him 
back. At the same time, the Green 
jumps ou t of the Chinese, and pulls 
him back. The Green Negro pushes 
the Negro back. The group stands 
together whispering suspiciously. A shot 
of one Chinese with his Green whisper
ing to him. Another shot of one l\1Icxi 
can and one Turk with their Greens 
whispering to them. 7 

Cut to the group standing in one circle, 
with their Greens behind them . The 
Greens jump into their characters. 
Henrv's Green jumps into Henry, who 
tight~ns up into a snub. All wheel 
around , bump into each other, react, 
and immediately go into a fight. 8 

Narrator: Wait a minute-what 
about this business of brother
hood? 

The group comes out of the fight, each 
holding another by the neck. Close-up 
of three characters holding each other; 
they turn to look at each other, and 
back to the audience. 9 

Henry: But, we're all different. 



Continuity in light 
face type. 
Narration in 
bold face type. 

Narrator: Are you? Let's take a 
look at the facts-right from the 
start. 
They relax a little. 

Shot of Adam and Eve. 10 
The first people on earth knew 
only a very small section of it. 
They lived close together and 
looked alike. 
Thev animate back into dots. 
Buf pretty soon they started to 
spread out; and as they drifted 
further apart, little differences 
began to appear. 
The dots animate out to the edge of 
the map into three separate areas of 
color. 11 
Most of the people of the world 
kept the same in-between color as 
their ancestors-and still do-but 
three groups on the very edges of 
the world population developed 
distinct differences in color. These 
exceptional groups gave rise to our 
ideas of three separate races of 
mankind. 

Back to three guys with hands on each 
other 's throats . They relax a little 
more. 

Henry: Well, there are other dif
ferences in people besides their 
skin color. 

Fade the scene to a diagram of a man's 
head. Different tvpes of hair pop on. 
Types of eyes po.p on. Different nose 
shapes pop on. Fade to a group of 
people all sizes and shapes, colored 
"·hite. The white dissolves into brown, 
~he brown into yellow. Fade the group 
111to three color shapes, out of which 
wipe outlines of Caucasian Negro 
Mongoloid . ' ' 
Narrator: Yes. You find all sorts 
of-hair-eyes-nose shapes-and 
sizes-but you find these same 
differences within each group. It's 
only color and a few other "frills" 
that distinguish our three races 
the Caucasian, the Negroid, and 
the Mongoloid. There is no differ
ences in physical strength. 
All three animate into position and 
knock out the lions. 

Back to Hen rv and the two others 
with hands on ~ach other's throats; all 
smile. They drop hands. 

Henry's Green comes out, hits Henry, 
and jumps back in. 
Henry: Well-strength, sure-but 
-er-what about? (Hesitates) 

The green jumps out of Henry. Shouts: 
Green: Brains! 

The Chinese and Henry look at each 
other. The Chinese scowls. Henry is 
embarrassed . 12 

Narrator: There are some varia
tions. For instance, there is a dif
ference of about 50 cubic centi
meters in the size of the brain of 
the average American Negro and 
the brain of the average American 
white-both of which are smaller 
than the brain of the average 
Eskimo. 
Diagram shot of three characters with 
a hat bo.uncing to each one in turn. 

And the largest brain on record 
was that of an imbecile. So it isn't 
the size of a brain that counts. 
The imbecile puts on the hat and runs 
OU~ 13 
... it's what it can do ... and there 
tests have shown ... that our three 
average men are equal. 
Diagram of three characters figuring, 
ending up with the same answers. 14 
If you take their skins off, there's 
no way to tell them apart. The 
heart, liver, lungs, blood ... every
thing's the same. 
Dissolve off skins to skeletons, showing 
blood, veins. 

Back to Henry. 
Henry: Er ... everything's the 
same ... heart ... liver ... lungs 
... blood ... blood's different. 

Narrator: Well, there are four dif
ferent types of blood ... A, B, AB, 
and 0. 
Shot of chart showing blood types. 15 
Fade to a patient in his bed. 16 
Stage Voice: Patient in Room 216 
needs a transfusion right away. 

Character: I'll give it to him 
I'm his brother ... 
His brother gives a transfuson, the 
patient drops back dead. 
... Stanley! ... He's dead. 
Narrator: Yes, but he wouldn't be 
if we'd been more scientific ahout 
it. Brother or no brother, what he 
needs is type A. 
Blood-Type A comes down from the 
chart, gives transfusion. The patient 
sits up, recovered . 
And the right blood donor for him 
could belong to any race, since 
the four blood types appear in 
all races. 

Back to the group standing around. 
Henry leaning on shack. 17 
Henry: Say, we're not really so 
different at all. Like you say, it's 
just the ... uh ... frills. 

Henrv falls in the shack, comes run
ning ~ut, Green following. The Green 
jumps back into Henry. 
Only wait a minute ... I've got a 
question (puffing). How come we 
live like this? And ... uh? 

Fade tn ~cenes illustrating different 
civili~ations. 18-19 
Narrator: It wasn't always that 
way. For instance, at a stage of 
history ... when the so-called pure 
whites of northern Europe were 
little better than savages ... the 
darker-skinned mixed peoples of 
the Near East and Africa had 
flourishing cultures ... (pause) 
A shot of three characters; houses and 
wives pop on; children pop on. 20 
... and the great civilization of 
northern China had begun to de
velop ... all peoples contributed 
to civilization, reaching high levels 
at different times and each learn
ing from the experience of the 
others ... 
A shot of a man working in his garage 
on car. The kid comes in, and starts 
hammering on kiddy-car. 21 

Cut to Eskimos fishing; a kid comes in 
and starts fishing. 22 
... but there were certain basic 
ideas which were common to all 
branches of the human race .. . 
belief in a supreme being ... in 
the home ... and the family. 

How civilized a person is depends 
on the surroundings in which he 
grows up. The differences in the 
way people behave are not inher
ited from their ancestors. They 
come from something called cul
tural experience or environment. 

Shot of white and yellow mothers 
holding their babies. 23 
Suppose you could somehow switch 
two newborn infants from entirely 
different backgrounds. They 
would not inherit their real par
ents' cultural experience or ideas 
or mechanical aptitudes. Those 
are things you acquire. 
The babies are switched; then they 
animate up into men. 24 
Yell ow man raised as American: 
Got a match, bud? 

White man raised as Chinese: 
(Answers in fluent Chinese) 

Shot of everybody sitting around, with 
Henry on the porch. 25-26 
Henry: I get it ... but now that 
we're living so close together, we 
can get used to each other's ways 
and work together peacefully. 
The crowd cheers and claps. Henry 
walks off, leaving the Green sitting 
disconsolate. Then the Green leaps up 
and runs out. 

Shot of group shaking hands. T he 
Green comes charging in, jumps at 
Henry, can ' t get in, falls out of the 
picture. 

Henry: All we need is a little real 
understanding and what I said 
before ... brotherhood. 

All races shake hands and all the 
Green characters fall out of the scene. 
The camera moves down to Greens, 
all out cold. Fade out. 

Narrator: Right! And we have to 
put those ideas into practice in 
certain very specific ways. We 
have to see to it that there's equal 
opportunity for everyone from the 
very beginning ... an equal start 
in life ... equal chance for health 
and medical care ... and a good 
education ... an equal chance for 
a job. Then we can all go forward 
together. 

Back to the group of races standing. 
The group shrinks to babies, babies in 
cribs. 27 

'~he hos pi ta! pans out-children run-
111ng. 28 

A shot of the group in caps and gowns. 
29 

Dissolve to working clothes. Cut to 
people walking along out of step. They 
finally get into step, turn and walk 
toward the camera. 30 

Cross-Dissolve to end tit le. 
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Linear mobility, 1946 

Space modulator 
on polished background, 1943 Space modu lator, 1940 

.J rt is the s1·11s1's' gri11dstu111' , sharpening th1· ey1's, the mind and the fl'cl
iugs .. ·/rt has rrn educational and formative ideological f u11ctio11, since 
1101 only the conscious but also the subconscious mind absorbs the social 
at111osphere which can be translated into art. The artist interprets ideas 
and concepts through his own 1111'dia. Despite the indirl'ctness of his 
statemrnt, his work rxpress1'S a!legit111re f(J thr f1'w or many, to arrogance 
or hu111ilitr. to thr fixed or i•isirmary. 111 this srnse, h e must take sidrs, 
must proclaim his stand, a11d 110 true artist rr111 escap1· this fas!<. Otherwis1' 
his work would be 110 more tlzau rm exCl'rcise in skill. IF/wt art contains 
is not basirnlly different from the ro11f1'11f of our other utfera11ces, but 
art attains its ef feel 111ai11ly by subconscious organization of its own 111ea11s. 
If that il'ere not so, all problems could be solved successfully through 
i11tellect11al or verbal discourse alone. 

L. Moholy-Nagy* 

'' From "The New Vision" 

Space articulator, 1940 Space modulator with hairlines, 1945 
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This home is for Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sullivan. It is on a ruckr jutting 
site near Santa Cruz. 
With some early reluctance they worked away from their Cape Cud and 
l\fodern Colonial clippings towards something nameless but free and 
easy, airy and spac ious. The spectacular topography, panoramic view, 
vigorous and strung rock formations (though exaggerated just a littl e 
in the drawings ) suggested simple walls, screens, backgrounds, tu serve as 
settings for nature's scenic display. 
\Ve arc going to du a lot of things as '\'C go along, sort of feeling our 
way with space, form and color. 
\Vhen th e main house, which features welded steel " ·eb roof construction, 
concrete unit walls, radiant floor heating, is completed we expect tu 
start on a small guest unit-this tu be perched on and bet\\'een t"·u of the 
main rucb near the garage shelter. Here '"e hope to feature a chiseled 
stone flour and glass roof. The interior lighting will be controlled by 
a series of brightl y colored and patterned shades. 
In a sheltered corner on the water's edge " ·ill be a little hideout, so con
structed as to take care of all the elements. A place to hide awa~· and 
drop a lazy fishing line. 
As "·e progress , th e scheme w ill be wrapped in a generous garden blanket 
uniting all the best we can do with NATURE who seems to have so 
unmistakingly discovered the principles of uniting all thin gs so exper tly. 
The Sullivans insisted upon proper and architecturally appropriate arrange
ments among the rocks for a couple of chickens, a family of geese, three 
cats an<;! a dog. On cold and roaring nights they will all make a congenial 
group around the li ving room fi replace. 
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SMALL BUDGET DOUSE 

Jim Barrington, Architect 

In tent-an inexpensive, functional house, suitable for a family 
of four for an indefinite period of time, that offered comfort
able, conven ient living accommodations with a minimum 
amount of requ~red "housework ." 
To be inexpensive it had to be simply designed-materials 
wherever possible were made to serve both as structural parts 
and finish. This in turn reduced labor to fewer operations
sleeping niches instead of bedrooms and kitchen combined with 
living room reduced space requirements to a minimum which 
of course in turn reserved amounts of material and labor 
necessary. (Total 886 square feet flour area- 3 bedrooms.) 
Elements of comfort and convenience were juggled within the 
astringent economy requirement and demanded space sacrifice 
in the sleeping quarters which was compensated for by making 
special built in places for everything-chest of drawers in closet 
for clothes, shoes, etc.-compact two-step kitchen but generous 
counter and fewer cupboards for unnecessary equipment. Storage 
for occasionally used equipment in "dog house" (cabinet fence 
outside) and rear of garage outside kitchen door-yard made 
to function with house plan-living terrace off living room, 
utility yard off kitchen door, etc.- generous living room 
because that's where space is needed . 
CONSTRUCTION 
Exterior fV all studs-4' 0" 0. C. 
Floo1·- wood with plywood and mastipave blocks finish. 
N o interior lining-frame provides interesting wall pattern wi th 
horizontal purlius at window sill level and head level. 
Roof- absolutely flat- sheathed with same material as exterior 
walls-built up roofing with white rock on top- gravel guard 
all around-scuppers for drainage continued on page 50 
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Photographs: Les Watts 
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.lUODERN HANDlUADE JEWELRY 

from an exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art 

In its cxhibi ti on 111 otf em 1-f r11ul 111t1tle 1 ewelry the 1\.'I use um 
of l\'Iodern Art shows that today's jewelry need be neither 
the prince ly luxury of precious stones and metals nor the 
dubious glitter of production-line gadgets sometimes 
appropriately referred to as "junk jewelry." In addition 
to silver, the variety of materials used by the 25 craftsmen
designers whose work is shown in the exhibition includes 
brass, chrome-nicke l steel, plastic, native stones, marbles, 
pebbles, red, yellow, and green jacks, hardware and even 
safety pins. 

Photog ra;>hs: Soi chi Sunam i 

LIPCHITZ 

"To call attention to the fact that modern jewelry need not be thought 
of exclusively in terms of either expensive precious jewels or the mass
produced object, this exhibition presents a selection of handmade jewelry 
of contemporary design. Although excellent designs are sometimes to be 
found among mass-produced 'costume jewelry,' in general it is the 
individual craftsman or artist, less restricted by commercial standards, 
who makes new contributions to the art. The exhibition has therefore been 
confined to the work of individuals, though it does not represent a 
complete survey of the work of such designers throughout the United 
States but has been selected from sources accessible to the lVIuseum." 

- JANE SABERSKY 

Bertoia and Farr stand close to Calder in creative use of metals for 

their own sake. Bertoia's jewelry, in particular, has an admirable logic. 
In his as well as Calder's case, training in painting and sculpture may 
aid in the composition of metals. Both have an excellent sense of propor
tion and a fine understanding of their materials. 

Bennett treats the surface of thin brass and silver sheets as the Pre
Columbian settlers of :Mexico treated gold. His shapes are of a superb 
simplicity always serving to enhance subtly rather than distract as 
ornaments. 

Pousette-Dart's brass forms are objects rather than actual jewelry. They 
are often used as pendants but they have been created as sculpture. 
Relying on the effect of the metal itself, Pousette-Dart begins with a circle, 
an oval or a cross, step by step developing more complicated shapes, but 
always achieving distinguished forms. 

The sculptor, Alexander Calder, has carried over into his jewelry designs 
some of the easy, free-moving quality of his "mobiles." Basic forms, 
such as those common to all primitive cul t ures, spirals, curves or angles 
are organically intertwined, barely hooked together with insignifican.t 
pieces of wire or leather ribbon. Broken pieces of glass ingeniously 
attached to brass wire, which has been twisted in a rhythmic form, pro
duces a more decorative effect on the wearer than many a machine-made 
object heavily laden with precious stone. 

Jacques Lipchitz, with the same vitality which characterizes his mon
umental bronzes, creates a molded gold and turquoise pendant of extra
ordinary distinction. 
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Tiie Felton Cabin: 

This particular house was designed for a mature couple 
with a grown daughter who have traveled extensively 
and been exposed to man~' kinds of buildings-old and 
ne\L They approached the Quonset idea without prejudice 
and believed it could he a good solution for their site, 
if well developed. 
Their practical ne~ds were few . 'l\ni bedrooms, kitchen, 
hath and living room. So the main problem was to make 
the most of a dramatic site and achieve as much outdoor 
living as possible. 

The results arc a house that is structurallv sound, 
adapted to its site and satisfyin~ to the needs, .practical 
and ps_vcho logical, of the owner's. 

'!Jol111 Campbell & Worley K. \Vong 
Designer Areltiteet 

CONVERTED QUONSET 
for Dr. & Mrs. Morris Felton at Fallen Leaf Lake, Calif. 

Let's look at the Quonset again with a more analytical attitude and 
an open mind . Let's stop thinking of the Quonset as a stop-gap 
emergency shelter or as a poor relation to a real house. To begin 
with, the contemporary approach to a problem usually evolves 
from basic forms. (The half cylinder Quonset is on a par then with 
our more frequently used cube forms.) l n this case the pure form 
is constructed of steel ribs and corrugated metal. Structurally sound 
and durable it needs only to be used \\'ith honestv, directness and 
imagination.' Let's see what we can do with it hy contemporary 
standards. 

A few pointers : 
Keep the form simple. Avoid dormers with orthodox roofs, pt'riod 
balustrades, unrelated forms. The Quonset can he accented with 
trellises. Side windows can he within the form. Don't imitate 
orthodox houses by adding false textures or by furring down the 
ceilings. Quonsets can be amply insulated . The ribs are designed 
for four-foot stock panels. 
Consider the openness you could achieve by all-glass ends and relating 
the interior and exterior bv floor and wall textures. Porches add much 
to the living space. The ~eta! you don't use on the side can be used 
as a shelter, extending the form and the living to the outside. 
Adapt the Quonset to its site and the climatic needs. Don't sta r t out 
with a restricted point of view. Think of it in terms of fullest use . 
It can he adapted to nearly any site. The continued on page SO 



Fred Langhorst, Architect; Lois Langhorst, Associate 

The chief aim of the architect was to assure a maximum con
venience and pleasure in the care and supervision of children, 
preparation of meals, and family recreation to the mother

housewife upon whom this responsibility falls. 

A housewife still spends a large portion of her time 111 the 

kitchen. It is therefore desirable that it be given the best 

exposure the house permits. The cheerfulness of the kitchen is 
essential to the cheer of the cook, an<l may be reflected through

out the family in an indirect way. 

Therefore the architect has designed a house in which the 
kitchen is centrally located between the social area and the 

bed rooms. All major rooms are provided with direct access 
to the enclosed family garden which accommodates adult 

recreation, children's play, and outdoor eating. The living 
room is a dead end, and not a thoroughfare from one part 
of the house to another. It is isolated enough to permit enter
taining by part of the family without interfering with activities 
of another part. 

The multi-purpose room, located between the girls room and 

kitchen, serves as a play room for small children, a study for 

them when older. Guests can be accommodated by lowering 
the old fold-away beds. Sliding partitions make the space 
usable with the children's room, the kitchen or may give it 
the privacy of a third bed room. Likewise space may be added 

to the kitchen by opening the sliding partition between it and 
the hall. Direct service is obtained between the kitchen and the 
outdoor eating area and play is easily supervised from the 
kitchen. All main rooms open to the south for maximum sun, 

while service and baths are on the north side. A maximum of 
outdoor, private, and sunny living space is obtained, directly 
related to indoor space. 

On the whole this house for l\'I r. and l\'I rs. Woods and their 
children is an attempt to achieve a simplified informal living, 
that can, at the same time, he gracious and esthetically satisfy
ing. 

36 
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Victor A. Cusack, Designer 
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No strain or pain experimenting with new materials in this 
little house, but an immediate attempt to wrest a solution out 
uf available materials through exploitation of textures and to 
give repose to eye and spirit by a close setting of the house 
into the hill. Existing excavation as well as a weather eye tu 
fHA and GI loan restrictions discouraged any elaborate 
cantilevering. As much as possible is on the level area. 
No corridors in this house, except entry, cut out all waste 
space and ruum to ruum circulation acceptable under the 
requirements: House for a bachelor with a second bedroom fur 
present rental purposes, but well adapted fur use by a couple 
with a teen age child or elderly relative. Therefore widely 
separated bedrooms and two liv ing areas (dining-in-common 
followed by use of loggia as secondary living-recreation space. ) 
View and sun in all living spaces and outdoor access through
out. Complete privacy from street by a blank wall and single 
opening. 
Good possibility here for two-stage construction under FHA 
requirements, as Kitchen, Loggi a-Dining, Bedroom and Bath 
make an acceptable complete li ving unit (to which Living 
Room and l\1aster suite would provide an undoubtedly wel 
come expansion) ! 
House is built into the hill by use of retain ing wall as East 
wall of house, but could be readily adapted tu a flat site with 
retaining wall becoming a garden wall and house moved for
ward from it to provide a much-desired winter-sun court not 
possible here due to narrowness of excavat ion. 
Facts are : 1100 sq . ft., cone. slab fin . fl., plaster and natural 
redwood interior finishes, concrete block, poured concrete and 
frame walls, brick chimney and paving. Terracing as simple 
or elaborate as desired. 
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS 
• United States Plywood Corporation, in New York City's first 
big remodelling job, has converted its headquarters at 55 West 
Forty-fourth Street into an enormous exhibit of recently-developed 
plywood products and techniques. Six of the most important are: 
A simplified method of joining internal corner angles of a room 
smoothly and rapidly. Details on the method will be released to the 
building industry soon. 
Stainless steel panels which dominate the facade. These ;ne made of 
Armorply, a 26-gauge structural steel bonded to half-inch plywood. 
An interior low-cost plywood wall structure. Furring strips act as 
grips to which two-foot squares of ordinary fir plywood are applied. 
The furring strips ( inch-and-a.-ha!f-\\"ide gum Weld\\"ood) are 
painted ivy green, and natural color fir panels are attached to them. 
A new treatment of fir, lowest-priced building wood. The surface 
is tooled or grooved in combed str iations. 
A combination of metal and wood veneer acceptable as fire resistant 
for use in buildings more than 150 feet in height. It is called 
Flex met!. It may be curved to fit internal corners. 
Prefinished walnut plywood panels grooved to form an overlap joint 
and permit concealed nailing. Known as PlanbYeld, this material 
comes in panels 16 by 96 inches. 

o A three-room "apartment of 
tomorrow" constructed as com
pletely as possible of Plexiglas 
is on tour of the country as 
a demonstration to architects, 
designers, builders and the lay 
public of the adaptability of 
the transparent plastic to homes. 
The full-scale, portable display 
was arranged by Rohm & Haas 
Company of Philadelphia, Plex
iglas manufacturers. Used as 
bomber noses, cowls and turrets 
during the war, Plexiglas is 
shatter resistant, is less than half the weight of glass, can be formed 
into curved sections, sawed , drilled, carved and threaded li ke wood. 
The apartment consists of bedroom, dressing room and bathroom. 
Curving walls and sliding door of the bedroom a.re plastic. Over 
the bed a mural of light glows in four colors. It is made up of four 
sheets of plastic with concealed edge lighting. The dressing room 
is illuminated by plastic walls which also are edge lighted. Cosmetic 
trays, drawer liners and dressing table bench are all Plexiglas. The 
plastic is used in the bathroom for shower stall, semicircular sliding 
shower door, medicine cabinet trays, towel bar and even a trelli~ 
enclosing the toilet. 

o Six new aluminum mouldings manufactured by :Marsh Wall 
Products, Incorporated, of Dover, Ohio, are now on the market. 
Thry \\"ere designed for use with Marlite, lVIarsh's plastic finish 
wall and ceiling paneling. They allow for normal expansion and 
contraction of the panel. V/ide flanges permit easy nailing and 
fastening. From left to right in illustration they are l\151 -A inside 
corner or edging, l\167-A single flange cove, l\181-A and l\182-A 
counter nosings, l\!I 64-A batten strip and M 102-A tag moulding. 
• Wood waste, which equals at least 80 per cent of the amount of 
salable material produced in saw mills, offers a challenge to the 
plastics industry that so far has not been met, according to Robert 
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A. Caughey, research director of the Souhegan l\lills of vVilton, 
New Hampshire. 
"The obvious approach to the problems of utilizing wood waste as a 
plastic is first to reduce the waste to a uniformly finely divided 
form, then treat this ground material with active resins which will 
cause the resulting compound to flow and cure in the mold . Such a 
treatment, on the face of it, is nothing more, or greatly different 
from, the usual preparation of a thermosetting molding compound. 
Therefore we arrive at a situaton in which we have a raw material 
potentially available for the production of such an amount of thermo
setting molding compound that the plastic industry, as we now know 
it, could not even begin to absorb." 

• \V eather-Ti te Door Saddle 
is the trade name of a patented 
strip that operates by a key 
and riser to seal effectively 
space under outside doors. The 
riser, running the fu ll width 
of the door opening, li es flat 
when the door is open. An 
adjustable key on the edge of 

the door extends slightly below the bottom. When the door is closed 
the key engages the riser, tripping it up into a groove along the bottom 
of the door. The door sadd le com~s in lengths of 30, 32 and 36 inches. 
It is manufactured by Columbia Industries, Nineteenth Avenue and 
Thirty-sixth Street, Long Island City, New York. 
• Creo-Dipt Company, Incorporated, of North Tonawanda, New 
York, has issued a new catalog, #2+7, describing use of its double 
wall "Zephyrs." These red cedar shingles are scored to within two 
inches of the tip. The tip and back are smooth for snug fitting. The 
shingles are dipped full length in preservative and color. Thev mount 
on Zephyr insulation backing board, a wood fiber board coated with 
asphalt waterproofing compound. 

o "Illind installation" is possi
ble "·ith a spring covered door 
catch announced by Designers 
for Ind ustrv, Incorporated , of 
C leveland, Oh io . Once install
ed, it need never be adjusted to 
compensate for sagging hinges 
or warping of the door. It was 
designed for use on a three
quarter-inch or large door style 
or framing. 
The male member screwed to 

the door has a bullet head which inserts into a bell-shaped catch. 
Correct position for the head may b~ determined by inserting it into 
the catch and slamming the door against it. If it moves out of align
ment after installation the head wi ll be funnelled into the catch bv 
the flanged opening. · 

• Paper draperies that look and fee l like fabric arc being marketed 
throughout the country. Two years of research on paper production, 
chemical processes and color control by the makers, Trimz Company, 
Incorporated (a division of Un ited 'vV all paper, Incorporated) pre
ceded manufacture. Strong, soft and flexible, the paper drapes can 
be printed clearly in a range of colors from strong basics to soft tints. 
They are fade-proof, flame resistant and mav be cleaned either 
by dusting or, for a thorough job, taken do\\;n and treated with 
ordinary wallpaper cleaner. Hemmed, headed and ready to hang, 
the drapes, including tiebacks, sell fur $ 1.98 a pair for large size 
(two and a ha! f yards long, 58 j~ inches w ide) and 98 cents for 
small size ( 56 inches long, 21 inches wide). 
• Nine resident critics in design have been added to the teaching 
staff of the School of Arch itecture of Columbia Universitv. Three 
are former Columbia staff member,;.: Don Hatch, New York Citv 
architect who recently returned from service in the l\!Iarine Corps.; 
Percival Goodman, winner of the Paris Prize in 1925; and James 
l\llarshall i\1iller, who has returned from leave of absence during 
which he directed the city planning program for Pasadena, California. 

continued on page 50 
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Whitney R. S1nitl1, A1•el1iteet 

The architect designed Case Study House # 12 around an 
avocation: horticulture. "The lath house was recognized as 
a distinguishing symbol of the client 's living pattern and made 
the dominating motif of the architectural design." 
The floor plan forms a rough X. One diagonal consists of a 
lath house, living room, dining space and entrance hall adjoin
ing a second lath house. The other diag(lnal includes three 
bedrooms, two bath rooms, kitchen, service porch and car 
she! ter. Plants in one or the other lath house mav be seen 
from any point in the living room. . 

The house follows the natural slope of the land from north 
tu south. Living room is two feet lower than the lath house 
behind it, and the lath house at the entrance is two feet 
below living room level. There is a bedroom on each side of 
the master bath, and the bath is split into t\rn rooms for 
simultaneous use of facilities. The third bedroom, with its 
bath and dressing room, is separated from the rest of the 
house by the car shelter. It opens onto a small pr-iva te terrace. 
The X shape permits outdoor play areas on three sides of the 
house. Lath houses, interior planting and l;_irge windows 
make a transition between indoors and outdoors. 

Construction of Case Studv H ouse # 12 will be wood frame 
on concrete slab, plaster .inside and out, composition roof, 
horizontal laths on sun terrace fence and lath house walls and 
roofs, rock and mortar retaining wall. 
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MO·DERN IS 

AS MODERN DOES 

As an architect, you real

ize that homes not wired for the 

most convenient and efficient use of 

electricity cannot be called modern, 

even though they are new. 

Your client may not real

ize how much his future comfort 

depends on a full measure of elec

tricity for improved home lighting 

and an ever-expanding list of new 

electrical appliances; he may not 

understand that the difference is so 

small between a good wiring job and 

a poor one ... until you tell him. 

But when the house is 

built and occupied, he will remem

ber, with increasing satisfaction, 

your thoughtfulness in insisting on 

a wiring insta llation completely 

adequate for modern living. 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 

ELECTRICAL BUREAU 

1355 Market Street 

San Francisco 3 
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continued from page 18 

continued through the thirties and was able to expand from a few 
traditional European cities across the American continent is largely 
the work of several disinterested devotees like lVIrs. Coolidge, who 
made it possible for self-dedicated musicians to earn a living while 
they continued playing chamber music. 
This development has now reached a crisis. The public fur chamber 
music is not yet large enough tu provide a living for more than a few 
musicians who choose to sing art songs or tu play only trios and 
quartets. Recording offers them some income. Radio almost entirely 
ignores them. Universities and colleges have provided some chamber 
musicians an occasional haven as teachers as well as performers. But 
if the American and European continents are to support many good 
chamber music groups-if the best musicians are not to be drawn 
out of chamber music into symphony orchestras, where they can 
earn a safer, better paid, and more stable living-the audience for 
chamber music must become nearly as large as that which supports 
the endless peregrinations of too well exploited soloists . 
In Los Angeles this season the problem has been demonstrated. 
During October the Music Guild presented the famous Buda-Pest 
Quartet for three concerts in the Philharmonic Auditorium. Three 
more programs were given by the quartet in Southern California, 
two at Pasadena's long-established Coleman concerts and one at 
Claremont Colleges. The first Los Angeles appearance broke all 
records for attendance at a string quartet program, not only in Los 
Angeles but nearly anywhere else: more than 1100 paid admissions. 
The public, declared :Mischa Schneider, cellist of the quartet, is 
beginning to respond to chamber music. Compared with the audience 
which attended the free chamber music concerts sponsored by l\'Irs. 
Coolidge in this city during the thirties (about 300-600) , the increase 
in interest is marked. Compared with figures of possibly doubtful 
exactness from other cities, this crowd was stupendous. An unspon
sored program by the same quartet in Town Hall, N cw York, is 
said to draw around 500. A first chamber music program played 
in 'Minneapolis by leading memb~rs of the Minneapolis Symphony 
"tangled trnffic," according to one critic. Another reported the 

* 
4755 North Lasheart Dr. 
LA CANADA, CALIFORNIA 

FOR INSPECTION 

continued on page 42 

Arts and Architecture's Case Study 

House number fifteen, designed by 

J. R. Davidson, will be open to 

the public beginning Saturday, 

December 7. 

2 to 5 p.m. Tuesday thru Friday; 
2 to 8 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. 
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A HOST of appealing finishing touches are 
at your command ... when you specify 

Weldwood paneled walls. 

Weldwood corners, joints, panels, and other 
effects become attractive "points of interest." And, 
they do not present difficult installation problems. 

Illustrated on this page are a few suggested ideas 
for base and ceiling designs. Just how these and 
other effects may be economically built ... right 
on the job ... is fully exp lained in the new 
Weldwood Plywood booklet. In addition, this 
booklet gives planning and construction data and 
shows numerous photographs of completed 
Weldwood interiors. 

Free copy of this booklet will be mailed to you 
on request. Send for it today. 

Weldwood Plywood 
Weldwood Plywood and Mengel Fl11sh Doors are products of 

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION THE MENGEL COMPANY, INCORPORATED 
New York JR, N . Y. Louisvi ll e, Ky. 

ABOVE: Showing attractive ceiling 
line finished with stock crown 
molding. 

BELOW: Matching base using 
stock ~-'.. round in conjunction 
with plywood scrip. 

ABOVE: Cornice treatment made 
of ~~" matching Weldwood Ply
wood. 

BELOW: Economical baseboard de
tail uti lizing leftover trimmings 
from plywood wall paneling. 

~A Plastics and Waad Welded for Good 

War,,proof IVrld11•ood for ext,,ior tm ii bonded with phmol formaldehyde iyn
tlutic rtJin. Other t:;pn of 11.1altr· rtsi11anl Weldwood for inferi or applicariom are 
ma1111faa11red with exttnded urea re1in1 and other r1pprovtd bondin?, aKm/1. 

Di11rib111i11g tmi11 in Balcimore, Bosmn, Brooklyn, Chicago, Cincinnaci, Cleve .. 
land. Detroir. High Poinr, Los Angeles. Newark, New York, Oakland. Phila
delphia. Pirrsburr.h , Rochcsrcr. San Francisco, Seattle. Also U. S.-Mengcl 
Plywoods, Inc. distribut ing units in Adanca, Jacksonville, Louisville, New 
Orleans. Housro~. Sr. Louis. fo Ca11a:la: Un ited States Plywood of Canada, 

l.i~iccd. Toronm. Send ;,.'t/:tiri£•1 tn 11eare1t (Joinr. 
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PLYWOOD 
has become one of the world's 
most versatile products. War
time technology has found 
many new commercial uses 
for plywood; and designers 
and architects are daily in
creasing its decorative appli
cations. 
Today we have a limited stock 
of hardwood panels for deal
ers: oak, mahogany and wal
nut. In the near future we ex
pect to have all types of 
panels for decorative and 
commercial use. 
We a lso have a small stock of 
"Formica" on hand for interior 
finishes and details. 
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attendance as about 300. In ::Hexico City the lVIonday Evening 
Chamber Music concerts founded by Carlos Chavez draw discourag
ingly small audiences, a member of the performing group reports. 
Evenings on the Roof chamber concerts in Los Angeles, which 
include soloists and 18 to 23 concerts a season, are supported with
out subsidy by a fairly dependable audience of from 200 to 500. 
There is reason to suppose that the unusually large audiences 
attending the Buda-Pest Quartet programs testify to the musical 
training which has been given in Los Angeles by Evenings on 
the Roof . 

But if attendance at the three Buda-Pest programs was exceptionally 
large the performers did not immediately respond to this unusual 
circumstance. Throughout the first program the playing was cold, 
stiff, even, unresponsive. The tone was thin and mewed. The 
Haydn was unexceptionable, with never a moment of Haydnish 
miracle in it. They went through Schubert's Death and the 111aiden 
like a lawnmower, laying all flat. Beethoven's C sharp minor·, opus 
131, which few of us had heard for several years exc~pt on recordings, 
especially the excellent recording by the Buda-Pest, began in desul 
tory fugal conversation, rose to near-feeling in the fifth and sixth 
movements, then lapsed into a finale of desultory conversation. 
The majority of the audience nonetheless received the playing with 
enthusiasm. It was a pleasure to know so many people had heen 
thirsting for a stiff shot of quartet. 

But thirst alone cannot make the atmosphere of a saloon like 
~IcSorley's. The evening before the second concert I spent with the 
members of the Buda-Pest Quartet in a private home. Through a 
mist of chatter the four players, gathered in a back room, listened 
with the never to be satisfied devotion of true amateurs to their 
.latest recording, the Beethoven Viola Quintet, which they had not 
heard since making it. These were musicians and no doubt of it. One 
felt joy and awe in their presence. So it may have been not so much 
the performance as myself that had changed, when the next evening 
I heard them play as though with a revived freshness the Adagio and 
Fugue by ~1Iozart, the Schubert Quartetsatz. Perhaps I had been 
demanding too many miracles of men who must play together very 
often. Perhaps I should have let my mind run with the music instead 
of expecting or requiring, humped in my seat with anger, a trans
lucent perfectness. Yet I did find tedious the new Hindemith 
Quartet, a gathering of fugal movements in the dry, ungrateful 
manner of the recent Ludus Tona /is for piano, a pedantic, unlighted, 
repellent piece of work. The Quartet is simple to grasp and chipper 
for an audience, but everv movement runs down-hill to a flat end . 
So I would have blamed my own over-demanding sensitivity for 
thinking the first t\\·o movements of the Brahms B flat Quartet 
as dull as the opening night's Schubert if during- the two latter 
movements I had not found mrself again dra\n1 into the music. 

The Buda-Pest is not and never has been the world's greatest 
quartet. That would require an equal matching of four bravura 
players freely riding their own parts in the counterpoint but coming 
together in formation with lightning precision for the concords. 
There is an old Flonzaley recording of the Re~thoven opus 127 
played like that. I have heard it in an ancient recording of the C 
sharp minor by the Capet, and in Schoenberg and late Schubert I 
have heard the Kalisch do it. It was the genius of the Pro-Arte when 
the~' played Haydn and occasionally Mozart but became over
exuberant when they played Beethoven. The Ruda-Pest formerly 
reached its supreme .heights in Mozart. Their recordings of the j.' 
major Qurtrtet (K. 590) and the G minor Quintet, tight in attack, 
without heaviness, rhythmically daring in every moment, subtle and 
flexible in a way one has learned not to expect when modern players 
attack ~1Iozart, are the acme of concerted performance. I car~not 
say so much for their newer recording of the ~'1ozart C major 
Quintet. And I could never be persuaded to enjoy as others do their 
playing Beethoven with string orchestra resonance . 

The audience for the third concert was the largest. And this time 
at last there could not have been a listener in the auditorium who 
'~as disappointed. The program began with the Quartet in A, the 
fifth and least played of the six which ~1Iozart wrote in admiration 
of Haydn and dedicated to that beloved master. It is unfortunate 
that the 10 major :Mozart quartets are not played often in cyclr 
like the 19 Beethoven quartets, so that we may learn to know 
them in detail and relationship as we know those others. One hesitates 
to sa~· that this performance was as good as that of the last Beethoven 

continued on pa;!;e ·H 
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Quartet, opus 135, which followed it. If we had known the music 
equally well, we might have thought it equally well performed. 
For me it grew in persuasive doqucnce from movement to movement, 
culminating in one of those luminous intensifications of light phrases 
that are the most concentrated genius of iVIozart. No one could 
doubt that the Beethoven was superbly played, with close and daring 
realization of the innumerable small dynamic counterpoints that 
cross the measure. 
The quartet was at last in full power, and one could begin to 
distinguish many differences between this newer best and the old 
pmver preserved in a recording of this music made several years 
ago. The tone is lighter, the volume and attack less vigorous, less 
orchestral, but more exactly placed in interior relationship, as it 
should he for chamber music . External excitement has given way 
to a more penetrating contemplative rounding in quieter phrases, 
occasionally too much withdrawn in reticence. Realization of the 
work as a whole is less broad but more complete. It became evident 
that the success or failure of the group as a performing unit depends 
very largely on the playing of the first violinist, Josef Roismann. 
During the first two evenings he was often slack and careless. On 
the third evening he was not merely impeccable but inspired . Mr. 
Roismann is not a v1rtuoso violinist but a superb chamber musician. 
His is the character of the quartet. The new second violinist, Edgar 
Ortenherg, and the violist, Boris Kroyt, are excellent but not out
standing. The cellist, Mischa Schneider, is the playing heart of the 
quartet. 
To conclude the series, Victor Gottlieb, cellist of the American Art 
Quartet of Los Angeles, joined these musicians for a performance of 
the Quintet in C (the Cello Quintet) by Schubert. Most readings of 
this quintet prefer to have it romantic, overflowing with melancholy 
in the sombre A t!'..1gio , gaily leaping and again melancholy in the 
Scherzo, dancing with peasant enthusiasm and frenzy in the finale. 
But this is not the real work. Schubert wrote this quintet in reali
zation of the imminence of death. But the argument is not, as the 
romantic would have it, between life and death. It is rather an ex-

continued on page 46 
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pression of overwhelming pathos, of the exhuberance of being which 
must fade and fail and at last be smothered in no more being. Crea
tion \\·as for Schubert a joy and overflowing and delight, an unwilled 
and ever-filling fruition, to bloom and bear fruit unceasingly like 
an orchard when day after day the sun lies upon it in spring. The 
final movement is not peasant dancing, as the musicologists describe 
it, but life itself in glowing dances slowly smothered, bursting out 
and ,;ubdued, yielding reluctantly to silence, the reality of night
mare and surrender. All this the music said to us as it was played. 
One can ,;ay no more than that. One can ask no more than that. 

Let us agree \\·th :\Iischa Schneider and the fac ts of attendance at 
these prol!rams that a new audience for chamber music is coming into 
existence. It is an audience trained on recordings, containing already 
perhaps too many persons like myself who desire in an evening of 
chamber music played by live performers either an experience which 
equals or surpasses the pleasure obtainable from records or a different 
experience. Each performance should relive the music in character 
and quality rather than in tone and mechanical perfectness. We who 
are turning from the staleness of the Broadway drama carried to 
the sticks, the sterility of the sure-fire show too often repeated by 
the same bored cast, we who resent the safe and sane eloquence of 
the concert virtuoso with his two recital programs and three concertos 
in a season will not long accept even well-played chamber music 
that shows the dust and "·eariness of many merely reiterative 
performances. We "·ill, if \\·e feel night coming on, huddle around 
our phonographs to hear again till they are worn out our few inspired 
recordings. 

Or, if we are as I hope less cynical than that, we'll find a fresh 
place or a place for freshness of interest in learning to make or to 
inspire in our own communities our own chamber music, played by 
our own musicians for their pleasure and benefit and our profit. 
Only thus, I think, can great playing of chamber music, or of any 
music for that matter, be recreated. But if they will play as they 
played for us at that last concert, let us have the Buda-Pest Quar tet 
come back. Now we shall be less angry if during one or two evenings 
we must dully sit and wait.- PETER YATES 
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oftened 

DELIVERY 
From EVERY faucet, both hot and cold! Just imagine-everyone 

con enjoy clean filtered PERMUTIT softened water! EVERYONE 

can banish bathtub ring ... tattle tale gray in the laundry ... 

scummy dishwater. With PERMUTIT softened water everyone can 

ve dishes and glassware sparkling clean without wiping. Now 

buy a PERMUTIT Water Softener 

D 
D 

I would like a free anal· 
ysis of my present water 
supply. 

I wane to know the ta:
tal cost of a Permutit 
Sohener installed in my 
home. 

D 
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I am planning a new 
home. 

D I am in.tercsted in soft 
water Jn my present 
home. 

D There are_P"oplc 
in our home, __ _ 
bathrooms in the house. 

Nilmt· _________ ___,./Jont·-----

A.dartss'-- -----------'-•"'--

Ci1y. __________ __,1a1t ____ _ 
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• CALL A CHAMBERLIN MAN ~ 
for Your Clients' Greater 

Metal Weather Strips 
Rock Wool Insulation 

.. Screens 
Calking 

Leading Home Comfort 
Specialists for 50 years. 
21/2 million Satisfied Cus-
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Ask for free survey and 
estimate. 
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VAndike 7168 

DRILL STEEL SHARPENED 
DEPENDABLE SERVICE 

1517 Santa Fe Ave. 

National Rock Wool Insulation 
state distributors, 
wl&olesale a11d retail 

of 

NATIONAL INSULATION COMPANY 
2560 Glendale Boulcvary Los Angeles 26 NOrmandy 2-2153 

McNEIL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
Contractor. 

~
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·~ ....... , . 
Phone CEntury 2-9035 

5160 Avalon Boulevard Los Angeles 3, California 

A new job every day·-
Any surface will take and hold a fabric finish of flocking 
that is applied correctly. Th is fact is constantly deve lop
ing new uses fo r flocking-for instance, furniture, lamp 
shades, drawer interiors , walls a nd ce ilings of bedrooms, 
recreation rooms, music room s, dressing rooms. 

National Flocking Co. 
7767 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 

'Smart decoration 

Exquisitely carued glass and mirrors and 

a oariety of other materials .. . . 

Fills any decorating need. 

Fine quality engraved signs 
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ART 
continued from pa){e + 
apparent in the show of oils by Leah Rinne Hamilton (several 
artists in the Sixty-sixth Annual also have been bitten by the Charles 
Howard virus). l\!Irs. Hamilton must he credited with her own 
interpretation, however. She does surprisingly well in achieving 
fresh results through a more varied and less restrained use of both 
color and form. Abraham Rattner, of American origin but long 
resident in Europe, is heavily influenced by the French school, 
Ruoualt in particular. But he too achieves a personal expression in 
a show of paintings in which he employs brilliant, jewel-like color 
relations. August 1\!Iosca has a large exhibit of well-painted, colorful 
and decorative canvases of no marked derivation, though he also 
has studied in Europe. He is at his best in "Dawn Over Fordham," 
a painting in which a row of denuded trees fbrms a finely traced net
work of black limbs and branches against the grnyed tones of 
buildings silhouetted against a dawn sky. His many night scenes are 
also excellent.-SQUIRE KNOWLES 

BOOKS 
continued from page IO 

facilities along with the house. Furthermore, any large new group of 
dwellings creates a valuable market. If the area is planned and 
executed as a whole, the entrepreneur can do so well on the com
mercial and recreational concessions that he can afford to take a 
relatively small profit on the houses themselves." 
As the author of the booklet points out, such a neighborhood 
development need not be restricted to private enterprise but could 
just as well be cooperative or municipal. Zoning regulations and 
tax svstems which have tended to limit high apartment houses to 
centr~l areas, single houses to the periphery, have been largely respon
sible for the drearv uniformitv of our residential districts. "Large
scale development demands a ;.ew approach to zoning, with rest.ric
tions on over-all density (number of families per acre) rather than 
on the height and land-coverage of individual buildings." 
The model and the plan of this community would he a good subject 
for another traveling exhibit. 
WILLIAM BLAKE: THE POLITICS OF VISION, by Mark 
Schorer. 524 Pages, 8 lllustrations. New Yqrk : Henry Holt and 
Company, 19+6. $5.00 
William Blake was an extraordinary man, an enigmatic and complex 
figure in poetry and art. lVlore than 50 hooks and a vast number of 
essays and articles have been written in an effort to explain him. 
His paintings, engravings and illustrations have a symbolic power 
and beauty which are not easily appreciated. In the present hook they 
are considered on ly as they amplify and illustrate his poems. 
This latest study of Blake is intended to pierce the mask of the 
obscure and visionary poet and see him as a religious and political 
radical , temperamental and paradoxical , wrapped in his curious 
antique trappings. The author feels that the primary problem in 
Blake criticism is to determine what Blake believed and to clarify 
what he meant to sav. 
Such clarification is herculean work. :Most critics, as the text points 
out, consider Blake's eccentricity, perverseness, beauty, power and 
ugliness as signs of his superior mysticism. l\!lany of Blake's con
temporaries and some other critics regard his curious personal 
differences from the world as signs of madness. 
The au thor in summarv states that William Blake tried to be more 
than a poet and bec~me something different. He "provides the 
inspiring spectacle of a man who absolutely triumphed over his 
world; but as a poet, in the length and breadth of his career, the 
world was too much for him, his poetic genius could not beat it into 
forms that wou ld not burst their seams . . . His work continues 
to challenge our attention largely for this reason, that ... its 
hieroglyphs unlock the contradiction of his success and failure. In 
the end , the problem is very simple. He demanded too much of 
art because he hoped for so much from life. " 
This is a painstaking, scholarly, carefully annotated and indexed 
work. 

CABINET HARDWARE 
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Merit-specified for exclusive use in CSHouses. 
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AMERICAN CABINET HARDWARE CORP. ~~lc,K~~~~ 
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FIREPROOF IS THE lST REASON WHY GRIP LATH IS BETTERI 
The fireproof quality of GRIP LATH is unique; not only will GRIP LATH 

not burn or support combustion, but high temperatures cannot pass 
through it. The protection given by GRIP LATH and Gypsum Plaster 

safe-guards wood against fire . Fireproof GRIP LATH builds safer homes. 

INSULATION IS THE 2ND REASON WHY GRIP LATH IS BETTERI 
The low thermal conductivity of GRIP LATH . . . its withstanding of 

high temperatures, make it an insulator of great efficiency. Add the 
natural insulating qualities of Gypsum, fiber and the fibrous sheets 

covering, and you have insulation plus ... a home warm In winter, 
cool in summer. 

SAVES TIME IS THE 3RD REASON WHY GRIP LATH IS BETTER! 
Uniform thickness ... square edge ... factory controlled suction are 

all combined in GRIP LATH to insure you greater speed and ease 
in plastering . . . means more homes per man hour. 

ECONOMY IS THE 4TH REASON WHY GRIP LATH IS BETTER! 
The modern plaster base, GRIP LATH, is not only economical from a 

standpoint of speedy application, which saves considerable con
struction time, but, also, because of mass production methods, it is 

reasonably low in cost ... offers you a greater dollar value. 

Ask About The ~Floating Wall 

Systemw with GRIP LATH 
LESS CRACKS IS THE 5™ REASON WHY 

GRIP LATH IS BETTER! 

ePABCO PRODUCTS 

Impervious to expansion or contraction, GRIP LATH reduces cracks to 
a mini)llum. So, when you specify GRIP LATH, you provide in the 

plaster base the advantages of Fire Protection •.• Durability • .. Econ
omy .•• Better Bonding .•• Square Edge . .. Uniform Suction . •. and 

Uniform Thickness. 

THE PARAFFINE COMPANIES, INC. 
Schumacher Gypsum Division 

San Francisca, ~75 Brannan Street• EXbraok 3657 e South Gate, ~301 Flrutan• Boulevard• JEff.nan '141 
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SMALL BUDGET HOUSE 
continued from page 30 

after test where water naturally flowed. Roof joists exposed. 
11/ indows-all stationary glass panels protruding 2"-glass set on 
framing members with wood rabbeted stop-mastic-seal-protrusion 
in order to avoid window frames (critical material and woodwork 
in jambs and sill, etc.) and accomplish weathering-sta-glass panels 
because of no screen to obstruct view and sash very much in demand 
---critical. Ventilators above all windows and immediately under 
plate because flat roof with no insulation conducive to summer heat 
unless hot air can be taken off at top of room. Vents-plain plywood 
flaps top-hinged card operated from inside-screened. 
Interior partitions are~" plywood "screens" for bedrooms continuous 
from floor to bottom of roof joists--open between joists, again to 
allow air circulation at ceiling. Only the bathroom was lined and 
completely closed off for privacy. 
Interior finish practically none-frame shows-aluminum tops to 
drainboards etc., because of availability. Linoleum, tile, etc., hard to 

wall switches modern, 
with PERMALITE 
the electronic SWITCH LIGHT __....__ 
Here's new efficiency for the modern home 
- Permalite, the electrn11ic switch light! 
Permalite has been merit specified for the 
n~w Case Study Home No. 16. When lights 
are off, it automatically provides a soft 
glow to guide you safely and surely to the 
switch! There's no groping or stumbling . 
Its modern design and actracci\'e translu
cent plastic add beauty to the home. Listed 
by Underwriters' Laboratories and costs 
only 1 d per year to operate. Phone or write 
for details. 

ARTS & ARCH ITECTURE 

get-all wood given pigment stain. Fireplace of concrete blocks
brick scarce and not available at the time. Doors were built at the 
job of ~" plywood and D. F. boards-cabinets built at the job of 
W. P. and plywood as simply as possible.-No cupboard doors etc. 

CONVERTED QUONSET 
continued from page 25 

relation of form between the Quonset and a fallen tree is a great deal 
more natural than to the box-cube usually built. 

Where an eave adds utility and beauty to a standard house (shade 
& shadow) the same basic effect can be achieved on a Quonset by 
recessing the end walls. However, if you can't spare the space, a 
perforated metal trellis could be added very easily. Choose fixtures, 
furniture with regard to the kind of structure this is. Frou-frou 
and complex period furniture is out. It is a direct and simple build
ing. Use direct and simple furniture. Simple fixtures, too, can be 
found that are related to it. 

Use color and textures suited to the site. Unpainted corrugated 
metal should be painted to relate to its background . As for textu re 
it is well not to try and overpower the strong, bold effect of the 
corrugated. Usually flat surfaces will contrast best. 

Last but not least don't forget planned planting. Any house needs 
it. The Quonset is no exception. 

A few notes in general: 

Two of the suggestions above (cut in windows and recessed ends) 
do use interior space but are worth it in a really satisfying house. 
l\1any people say they would object to the interior curve wall-ceiling. 
It can be noted in this version, three of the four walls in all rooms 
are vertical. 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS 
continued from page 38 

Other new critics are Charles Rieger, graduate French architect; 
Albert 0. Halse; Harvey Clarkson, Le Brun travelling fell ow of 
1938; Antonin Heythum, industrial stage designer; John C. B. 
Moore of the New York firm of :Moore and Hutchins; and Wallace 
Sanders of Sanders and l\1Ialsen. 
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A modern house, to be perfectly complemented, needs the protection and the beauty 

of a truly modern roof. P-F Built-Up Roofs meet the most rigid requirements of the 

discriminating and style-wise architect. Long years of experience and 

exhaustive laboratory research have enabled Pioneer-Flintkote 

to d e velop the materials and methods of manufacture necessary for the life-long 

satisfaction a sound, trouble-free roof can bring. 

PIONEER~~ FLINTKOTE 
5500 South Alameda Street, Los Angeles 54 - 110 Bush Street, San Francisco 4 


